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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

The texts of the fifteenth-century Fastnachtspiele were first

collected and published by Adalbert von Keller as Fastnaohtsriele

aus dem funfzehnten Jahrhundert, the first three volumes appearing

in 1853 in vols, 28-30 of the Bibliothek des Litterarischen

Verein3 in Stuttgart and a further volume, Kachlese, in I858 as

vol. 4^. The three original volumes, which have a continuous

pagination, are quoted in this dissertation as Keller. Vol. 46

has a separate pagination and is quoted here as Keller, Nachlese.

References to whole plays from this collection are by their numbers,

with the addition of the title where this is useful in identifying

the play. For example, when Keller No 107 is discussed its title

"DER KLTJGE KNECHT" is included in the reference, whilst titles such

as "BIN VA3KACHTSPIL" for Keller No 28 are omitted since they do

not help to identify the play. References to passages from the

text of Keller are to page and line numbers.

Das Fastnachtsuiel des SpStmittelalters by Eckehard Catholy,

published by Niemeyer at Tubingen in 19&L is referred to as Catholy.

In quoting the Fastnachtspiele of Hans Sachs in Chapter VII

it was found most convenient to continue to use the texts of the

Litterarisober Verein and the edition of Saohs' works by A. v. Keller

and E. Goetze in this series was therefore used. Although they are

also numbered as volumes in the complete Bibliothek des Litterarisohen

Vereins. these volumes, referred to in this dissertation as Sachs,



are cited according to their numbering as Sachs' works. For the

five volumes used in this dissertation the cross references between

the two numbering systems are: Sachs V is BIV 106; Sachs IX is BLV

125; Sachs XIV is BLV 149J Saoha XVII is BLV I8lj and Sachs XXI is

BLV 195. The location in Sachs of plays and cited sections of text

is indicated in Chapter VII without any title by Roman numerals for

volume number followed by Arabic numerals for page and line numbers.
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INTRODUCTION

The available evidence as to how Fastnachtspiel came into

being as a dramatic genre is inconclusive. We know that Fastnacht¬

spiel was performed by groups who moved about the town at the

Carnival season performing their play in the inns and private

houses. It has been suggested that the material of Fastnachtspiel,

especially it3 connection with 6bscene stories, is based on the

earlier dermanic cults, echoes of whose practices are recognisable

in a few of the plays. These cults were concerned especially with

fertility and the return of life in the spring and their rites

were performed at the season whioh Carnival now occupies. Once

feeling for the original significance of these rites was lost,

their concern with sexuality easily degenerated into obscenity

and became suitable for the kind of comic treatment we find in

Fastnachtspiel. We must remember, too, that the medieval mind

always enjoyed and laughed heartily at bawdy humour. Reading these

Fastnachtspiele in the twentieth century we must constantly remind

ourselves that they were intended to provoke not a sly grin but a

hearty guffaw from the audience. It seems erroneous to ascribe

this general attitude to bawdiness, which plays a major part in

fifteenth-century Fastnaohtapiele, solely to the lasting influence

of the popularised Cermanic cults. ^

(1) On the subject of the origins of Fastnachtspiel many conflicting



Even when we consider the material apparently derived from

the cults and the form of the earliest extant Fastnachtspiele,

which suggests evenings spent in inns drinking and telling obscene

stories in turn round the table, we are left uninformed as to how

these elements were fused and given dramatic fora. The earliest

extant FastnachtsrM.e show no sign of being derived from the

religious drama of the time (the relationship is rather one of

mutual borrowing), and there is no evidence for the existence of

any earlier secular drama in Germany which might have influenced

Fastnaohtspiel.

Despite all the elaborate theories which seek to connect

Fastnaclitspiel with various antecedents, it seems quite plausible

to regard it as a spontaneous growth in the fifteenth century, a

produot of impromptu storytelling during evenings spent drinking

in inns, and which developed into a written genre only a few

generations later. By its very nature this hypothesis cannot be

proved; but it does start out from the form and the contents of

the earliest extant Fastnachtspiele from the fifteenth century and

suggestions have been offered, but each lacks an adequate basis in
established fact to make it irrefutable, k full survey is to be
found in HDas deutsohe Drama und Theater vor der Reformation; ein
Forsahungsbericht" by Wolfgang P. Michael in DVLG- 31 (1957) p„106ff,
esp. pp. 109 & 143-147. Michaels concludes on the origins of Past-
nachtspiel;*Kura zusamraenfassend konncn wir sagen: ein EinfluB der
Spielleute und besonders der Vaganten bleibt als M'dglichkeit be-
stehen. Volksttfcliche Brauche, aus denen das Fastnaclitspiel schop-
fen lconnte, waren sioherlich vorhanden. Ein weltliohes Drama vor
dem Fastnachtspiel scheint wenig glaubmir&ig, Der U raprung dew Fast-
naohtspiele ist einstweilen nicht geklSrt.'



it also fits in with the known tradition in the I'uremberg area of

impromptu doggerel being produced round the table on festive

occasions. ^ Hans Rosenplilt (see below p. 6), one of the two

^strachtspiel authors from the fifteenth century whose name we

know, is also known to have been a •tappendiohter*producing lauda¬

tor;/ occasional verse. This activity, like that of the 'Sprush-

sprecher,' must have required hasty composition very similar to that

demanded by %stnachtspiel at this time, when, if our hypothesis be

correct, it was just ceasing to be a genuine impromptu and passing

into the hands of definite 'authors'.

Apart from a few individual Fastnachtspiele which have been

discovered subsequently and published in various journals, Keller

still provides the only convenient source of access to the plays.

Both text and contents of this edition have been criticised.

Lacking the dictionaries which are available today, Keller and his

(2) See: R.3en6e, Hans Sachs und 3eine geitj. Leipzig, 18%, p.92.
Gen£o notes the important rSlo played at •PandwerkeShochzeiten1 by
the •Spruchsprecher*, and continues:'Thchden er das Faar angerelet,
. . . warden ihn a'lerlei Aufgaben von den (hasten gestellt, die er
in extempcrierten Versen zu beantwerten hatte.

Auch sonst, ohne daS gerade eine Hoohzeit den AnlaS gab, lieS
sich lieser Spruohspreoher in "'irtsstuben, besonders :vtr fastnacht-
seit, vernehmen, und wenr er reohte Sohlagfertigkeit und Dreistig-
heit besa3, so war er zuweilen wegen seiner rilcksichtsiosen Derb-
heiten auch gefUrchtet oder er raaohte sich oiQllebig.'

This would seem to be confirmed by Th. Ilampe's article
"Spruchsprecher, I'eistersinger und Hochzeitlader, vornehmlich in
Itimbers" in Hittcllungcn aus dem G-ermanisohcn rational-Museum,
Nuremberg 194, pp. 25-44
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assistants tended to assume too readily that words they did not

know were scribal errors and to suggest emendations. (3) Though

this point will not disturb us greatly in our consideration of the

plays, we must pay more attention to the fact that Keller's zeal

as a collector led him to include in this collection several pieces

which either belong to the sixteenth century or are not Fastnacht-

spiele. However, such pieces offer a useful opportunity for com¬

parison and will not be omitted entirely from consideration.

Though knovm elsewhere in Germany, the Fastnachtspiel genre

flourished especially in the Free Imperial City of Nuremberg, where

it was performed during Carnival by the journeyman members of the

guilds, who went round fron inn to inn performing their pieces.

Hence many plays open with a greeting such asi

"Got gruS den wirt und sein gesind".^)
This kind of performance imposes certain limitations. Scenery is

non-existent, costumes must be kept fairly simple and as there is

no stage the players must clear a space in the room in which to

perform. Then they must silence the general conversation and

(3) An example of the textual revision required is provided by
Dieter Wuttke in his article "Die Druckfassung des Fastnachtspiels
•Von Konig Salomon und Markolf*", SDA 94/2 (1965), 141-170. On pp.
165-167 he lists his own suggested emendations to the text of
Keller No 60 follov7e& by a list of those of Keller's suggested
emendations which he finds unacceptable. Such revision in the
light of a careful re-rcading of the MSS and of any other versions
available is needed for the whole text of Keller.
(4) e.g. Keller, 91,03 or 219,04.



induce those present to pay attention. It i3 not surprising, there¬

fore, to find pieces which begin:

"Nu hort unl sohweigt . . .".(5)
In most pieces the first words are spoken by a person, designated

•Praecursor', 'Herolt' or •Einaohreier', whose function it is to

attract the attention of the audience and to transfer their thoughts

from the general enjoyment of Carnival to more specific concentration

on the action of the players in the room and generally he takes no

part in the subsequent action. Similarly at the end of the piece,

the audience's attention must be brought back from the action of

the play to the general convivial atmosphere, the speaker who fulfils

this task being known as the 'Auoschreier'. Though practice must

have varied according to the number of performers available on each

occasion, the 'Einschreier' and 'Ausschreier' functions were generally

carried out by the same person. This explains such anomalies as a

final speech headed "PRAECTJRSOR" \'J) or a first speech assigned to

the "AUSZSCHIiSIER* (7),

The Fastmchtspiele some imes end with the author giving his

name, as later became standard practice with Hans Sachs in the six¬

teenth century. From such references and notes in manuscripts and

early prints we learn the names of two writers of fifteenth-century

(5) Keller, 258,04
(5) Feller, 52,19 and 65,15
(7) Keller, 66,03
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Fastnachtspiel in Nuremberg, Ilans Rosenplut and Hans Folz. Rosen¬

plut wrote around 1430-1460 and Folz slightly later. However,

since the scribes who copied the manuscripts containing Fastnacht-

spiele were careless in their addition, omission and misplacing of

the •Ausschreier' speeches containing the authors1 names, it is not

easy to determine just which Fastnachtspiele RosenplUt and Folz

themselves wrote. Certain turns of phrase, especially favourite

oaths, which occur in works of known authorship can help to suggest

probable authorship when they occur elsewhere. The possibility

remains, nevertheless, that some of the pieces apparently by Rosen-

pliit or Folz were in fact written by imitators whose names are not

recorded, and conversely that more of the extant plays than we can

ever prove are in fact by one of them.

Amongst these pieces by Rosenplut, Folz and their imitators

it is possible to deteot a development in the form of Faatnaol tspiel

during the course of the fifteenth century. The simplest pieces

consist of a nmber of unrelated speeches by a number of members of

the same group, often either fools or peasants. In more complex

(8) Opinions vary especially as to just which plays can be attributed
to Folz. Keller Nos 1,7,38,43,44,60 & 112 can be ascribed to him with
reasonable certainty, since they bear his name in at least one con¬

temporary version. Recently H.Lomnitzer in SDA 92 (1963/4),277-291 has
demonstrated Folz's authorship of Keller No 106 & I. Spriewald in BSD
SLH 83, Halle 1961, his authorship of Keller Ho 120. Current opinion
suggests further that Keller No3 2,4,32 & 35 may be by Folz.
For a detailed historical survey of opinions see the first page

of Lomnitzer's article, including footnotes 1 & 2,



pieces of this type several successive speeches are related to one

another either by making each speaker refer to his predecessor, his

successor or both, or by having one central person to whom several

speakers are related. In the latter case this central person may

be either the #wirt* amongst the spectators, to whom each speech is

addressed, or one of the participants—frequently the 'Einschreier'•

Adopting Catholy's terminology, the name •Reihenspiel* nay con¬

veniently be used for such Fastnachtspiele.(9)
Contrasting sharply with these pieces are those which Catholy

calls 'Spiels fflit geschlosscner Handlung' or, more concisely,

•Handlungsspiele'. These corresp-nd to the modern notion of a drama

in which an action is developed before the audience. HanHungsspiele

are in a minority among fiftecnth-centjjry Fastnachtspiele but are

the rule for flans Sachs and his contemporaries. It seems that the

fifteenth-century authors did not regard the change from Reihenspiel

to Handlungsspiel as a progression. Fols, who could produce a com¬

plex Handlungsspiel like Keller Ho 60, "EIN SPH. VON EDNIG- SALOMON

USD KARKOLEO" (pp.523-54-0), nevertheless went on producing Reihenr

spiele. The change in form cane about not through a desire for

'improvement', but because the search for new material brought into

use in Eastnaohtspiel certain well known episodes which demanded

dramatic treatment, such as 'Salomon und Markolf' or 'Der Kaiser und

(9) gatholy, p. 143 & note 1.



der Ahf, a version of which appears as Keller Eo 22. Yet despite

the essential difference between the two basic types, Reihenspiel

and Handlungsspiel, we shall find when we come to consider the

peasant pieces individually that certain plays bear tre.its drawn

from both types.

Almost half the pieces in Keller are related to the peasant

theme. Some of them are concerned exclusively with peasants, whilst

in others peasants appear only peripherally. This distinction itself

proves significant when we divide the peasant plays according to

form and content. Most of them can be assigned to one of five main

groups:

I. Desoriptive Reihenspiele,

II. Portrayal of quarrelling peasants,

III. Handlungsspiele based on literary themes not

originally 'astmchtspiel material,

IV. Iteligious pieces including Arstspiele (not really

Pastmcbtspiele, but made int<■ Fastnachtspiele by

addition of peasants and other features),

V. Marriage pieces.

These groups can be further sub-divided, especially group II, but

these sub-divisions will be best discussed when the individual

groups are considered in turn, hhile such a divison has been



rejected by Catholy for a general study of Fastnachtspiel,

it seems nevertheless valid when the peasant figure is under con¬

sideration, as with the above scheme of division differences bet¬

ween the characterisation of the peasant in the different groups

become evident.

After examining the characterisation of the peasant in these

five groups consideration will be given to the townsmen'3 attitude

to Fastnaoht and to the peasantry in these and other Fastnacht-

spiele and finally a comparison will be made between the treatment

of peasant figures in fifteenth-century Fastnachtspiele and those

of Hans Sachs.

(10) Catholy. p. 1^2.



I Descriptive Pieces ^

One of the simplest Reihenspiele is Keller Mo 109« where a

series of people appear and each in turn tells something about

himself; the information is concerned largely with capacity for

food and drink $ with sexual achievements or with

excrement ^. As he tells us in a note, Keller has himself

supplied the title ' FASTNACHTSPIL' v '. There is no direct

relationship between the speeches, though each speaker begins by

addressing the audience via the master of the house. Except in

the case of the first speaker, this is coupled with the speaker1s

introduction of himself:

"Herr der wirt, nu hort, wer wir sein

Und worumb wir zu euch sein kumen herein." ^
and

"Herr der wirt, ich heiB der ..." ^
The only reference in the piece to peasants occurs in the line

C8}
"Herr der wirt, ich bin ein bauernknccht " '

Yet this speaker's words are in a similar vein to those of the

(1) Keller, Nos 9, 13, 28, 32, 43, 45, 74 & 109.
(2) Keller. 857,14-15; 21-26 & 33; 858,15-16; 859,14-17;
(3} Keller. 857,04 -8; 12-13; 858,24-32; 859,01-11; 859,25-860,03
(4) Keller- 856,19-20; 857,17; 859,19-22; 860,05-12.
(5} vide his own footnote to p.856
(6) Keller, 856,04-5
(7) Keller. 856,25; 857,10; 21; & 32; 858,10; 23; & 34; 859,13.
(8) Keller. 859,24.
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rest and henco we recognise that often figures not specifically

designated as peasants must be regarded as such. Most of the

speeches are 10 lines long, but two have 12 lines, the opening

speech 20 and the closing speech only 8 lines. This state of

affairs is not far removed from the most primitive form of the

fieihenspiel in which each speaker has an equal number of lines.

Another example of this primitive form is to be found in

Keller No 74. where a series of five men state their various

odd reasons for loving their respective mistresses. The five

do not refer to each others comments at all and are designated
(9)

simply by numbers . That the five lovers are peasants we

learn from the opening words of the pieces ■

"flu schweigt, ir herren, und vernempt mich rechtl

Hie sein kumen baurn und paurnknecht."
In Keller Ho. 109. sexual exploits are mentioned only in

general terms, but there are in Keller*s collection several

pieces in which the speakers in turn lament their lack of

success in love affairs, usually in detailed and drastic fashion.

Such a pieoe is Keller No 9. in which once more there is no

clear statement that the speakers are peasants. Indeed,

Catholy (p.145) refers to them as •Handwerksburschcn' • But

(9) Keller. 632.09-634.09.
(10) Keller. 632,03-4.
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such nemos as "Rubenschlunt", "Fretendrussel" and. "Elbelmist"

are very reminiscent of those given to peasants in other

Fastnachtspiele. At several points the drastic obscenity of

the text contains a specific reference to peasants, and this

connection betv/een peasants end obscenity remains valid even if

the identification of the speakers as peasants is questioned.

One speaker proclaims:

"Ich Cans von Trarain an der Mezschzen|
loh weiB dir, Heinz von Trebesschzen,

Zu Tramin an der Metschs ein maier,

Der legfc alle tag dreu groBe aier,

Ir iedes als ein padhuetloin,

Die pufien dir den hunger dein.

Daran gibt er dir auch die susse,

Die ist dir gut fur die schusse."

And later another speaker relates:

"Ich kaa auch in der Schwaben lent,

Do Tjurd mir abenteur bekant.

Do het ein paur ein hubsche diern.

Die priet die allerpesten piern

Unter irem head in irer kachel.

Ob iemant wer, der hat den stachel,

(11) Keller. 93,11-18.
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Wurd ira der jiiern in seinen schlunt,
(12)

Die piren aachten in gesunt," x '

From these two examples we see the close connection in

Fastnachtspiel thinking between peasants and both excrement

and sexuality, besides the drastic terras in which these are

expressed,

Keller Ho 28 presents in a very regular form a series of

peasants who wish to be admitted to town society. Most base

their claims on sexual prowess, the others on their capacity

for food and drink, The peasants1 ideas are expressed with

great eeonony, for each of them speaks only four lines, whilst

"PRECURSOR" and "AUSZSCHREIER" speak six lines each. Most of

his fellows echo and paraphrase the words of the first peasant

when he sayss

As suggested, the only variation is offered by those peasants

who base their claims on their capacity for food or drink, such

as "LOHBfZ KNOLL" who sayss

"Ioh pin ein meir frisch una stolz

Und scheu3 gern rait dem fleischem polz,

Der gefidert ist rait zweien knoden
(13}

Und die knopf sein rait laub zwen hoden."

"So haiB ich der Lorenz Knoll

Und han raich oft gefressenvol,

Keller. 93,27-94, 02,
Keller. 238,11-14.
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Das mir dor gurtel am pruch suprach,.

So ich ein wenig umb raich sach."
(15)

Whilst we learn from Catholv that Keller Ho 13 draws

on literary sources, being a variation on tho Old French

Fabliau "du pr&tro crucifi£M, nevertheless this piece is a

Reihenspiel. The first three speakers are called:

"AUSSCHREIER, EIN NACHPAUR, EIN ANDER ALTER PAUR".

The ten who relate their misadventures are designated variously

"WAR" and "POOLER"

but the preceding text indicates that these ten are the sons

of the speaker designated "KIN ANDER ALTER PAUR" and thus

themselves peasants. On the other hand, though the text says

he has only ten sons ^ we find at the end of the piece:

"DER AJLFT HAS" and "BER ZWELFT"

But on reading the speeches of these two we find that they are

not just more foolish sons of the old peasant but that they

share between them the function of Ausschreier, so that the last

speaker may be assumed to be identical vdth the AUSSCHREIER at

the beginning of the play.

(14) Keller 239,15-18.
C15J p. 161 and foot-notes
(16) Keller. 114, 20-22.
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From this wo see that the designation of tho speakers

in the text is quite unreliable* In identifying j>easant

figures we must beware especially of EIn-Auaschreier figures

posing as peasants as here and conversely elsewhere of peasants

appearing undor the name of Ein-Ausschreier.

Keller No 15 the peasants' stories are obscene and

make the peasants appear ridiculous: most of them get some

(17)
kind of a soaking v/ or else find themselves in unexpected

(18)
company * ',

In Keller No 32 we have a set of fools who are not

explicitly designated as peasants. But as we have seen

already in relation to Keller No 1Q9. this lack of an actual

textual reference to peasants does not disqualify the piece

from our consideration. This piece, Keller No 32. is in the

middle a Reihenspiel where a series of peasant-fools rela-te

their amorous misadventures. It is interesting because the

beginning and end show signs of a dramatic action being

introduced and bring its form to approach that of some of the

plays to bo considered in Chapter II. As before the humour is

derived from the stupidity of the fools besides the obscenity

of the descriptions of their experiences.

Keller No 45 reveals little new about the characterisation

(17) Keller. 115.28-30: 116,19-20? 116,31 - 117,01? 117,32-35?
119,20-21.

(18) Keller. 117.13: 118,12? 119,09.
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of the peasant in these pieces. Its content is very similar

to that of Keller Ko 32. though here the foolish lovers are

designated "PABR'i Formally this is a Roihencpiol of a

fairly complex type, in which the 'EINSCIEREIER'' announces a

competition for the peasants. Thereafter each peasant at the

beginning of his speech pours scorn on his predecessor. A

complication is brought in by the introduction before the

Ausschreier of a figure designated "EINKR, DER DIE PAURER

FODEET", who shares the Ausschreier function with the speaker

actually designated "AtfSSCHREIKR", acting as a herdsman for

tire peasants whilst the latter addresses the audience and

describes the peasants as they depart.

Keller Ko U5 also belongs to this group. This is a

fairly complex Reihenspiel in which, although each person

speaks only once, the sense is at some points connected

between groups of speakers: "DER NEUKT PAUR" begins:

"Nachpaur, wann du so vil ze treschen host,
(19}

So will ich dir geben guoten trost." N '

and the next speaker "DER ZEHcNT PAUR" begins:

"Nachpaur, er hat dir einen guoton rat geben."

S imilarly the speeches of the next three peasants are related

3.9) Keller. ,20-22.
20) Keller, j&7,02-3.
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(21)
to one another, v ' Here, then wo have a complex

•» (22)
Reihenspiel, apparently written by Ilosenplut v , in which

the characterisation of the peasants resembles that we find

in other similar pieces.

However, in view of the •late* feature of the scenes

involving three speakers just discussed, it is no surprise to

find in this piece definite expression of the relationship

between townsmen and peasants, and this piece will need to be

considered again in Chapter VI,

The pieces considered in this chapter, then, all prove

to be Heihenspiele, of varying complexity, whilst in them all

the peasant appears recounting exploits or giving descriptions

in which gluttoiy provide8 the only respite from obscenity.

(21) Keller. 347>l6ff; 347»29ff J & 3ii-8,12ff.
(22) cf Keller, p.1082
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II Quarrelling Peasants

In the more coaplioated of the Reihenspiele considered

in Chapter I the speakers referred to each other*s speeches,

each usually claiming to have outdone Ms rivals. Fron this

it is only a short step to the representation in Fastnachtspiel

of a quarrel between two (or aore) peasants. Particularly

popular among quarrel scenes seem to have becn:-

(i) those between married couples, either in or out
of courts "Shestreite",

(ii) other court scenes, usually trying sexual offences, and

(Hi) pieces consisting of the motivation of a fight on stage.

In this chapter these three groups will be considered in turn.

(i) "Ehestreit" pieces. ^
The pieces in Chapter I were purely narrative and the

content of the story did not depend on the identity of the

narrator, which was a minor feature. Therefore women were

not needed in those pieces. Clearly, however, these pieces

concerning married couples require the appearance of female

characters. It would be very helpful if any information were

available as to how these women's rfiles were played, but

unfortunately none exists. Since only men participated in the

performance of Fastnachtspiele, the women* s parts nufit have been

played by men. It seems likely that they were taken by men

(1) Keller. Hos 3,4»5,31,40 & 110.
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whose voices were accustomed to singing descant ports, which

were popular in contemporary singing. On the other hand the

possibility exists that comic effects were achieved precisely

from the contrast between the man's normal voice and the female

rftle he was playing. There was probably no general rule in

thi3 matter, in which the ability of the available performers

must have been decisive. It is even conceivable that

particularly able participants alternated between the two

possibilities to increase the comic effect of their performance.

In these marriage pieces marriage is regarded solely as a

sexual relationship, which merits humorous treatment only when

disrupted.

An example of the Ehestreit piece in its simplest form is

Keller Ho 3. Here both partners in the marriage are accused

of infidelity. We hear evidence of the wife* s infidelity

from °EIN ANDER PAUR" who relates:

"Hour wir eins aals hutten der pfer,

Unser wol zweinzik an einer jassen,

Do kams rait einer purd and wolt eraser,

Do redt ich rait ir vil lain und her,

Do sprach ich zu ir angever:

Liebe, leg dish zu uns alien niderl

(2) thus Catholy. pp 237-9•
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Do sprach sie nie kein wort dawider,
» (3)

Wurd uns zu willen nach oinander foinj

And we also see the husband misbehaving during the action:

Although this stage direction mokes it clear that here we have

a Handlungsspiel, the piece is,nevertheless, clearly a

development from the quarrel scene where a series of persons

each speak once, for the accusation of the husband is shared

between the wife and both her parents. /mother element also

inherited from the Reihenspiel found in this and similar

Handlungsspiele is the fopen ending*. No decision is reached

as to guilt end the last line of the piece would have us

believe that the quarrel is 3till developing and will be

resolved by the players at their next venue:

In Keller Ho 5 we have another similar even simpler piece,

whore the wife accuses the husband of infidelity, drunkenness

and neglecting her in favour of his drinking companions. A

lament characteristic of those in this group of Fastnachtspiele

"liND DIB WEIL SCHBJPFT DER ERST PAUR MIT DM

MKIDEN". ™

3) Keller. 43,15 & 2>30.
,4) Keller. 44,17-18.
,5) Keller. 46,16.
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is the wife's speech:

"Nu mustu dooh dein lebtag ein narr beleiben,

Wann kein vernunft in dir nicht i3t,

Dan hurerei, freshen und saufen zu aller frist,

Darauf dein sinn und gedanken steen." (^)
The man gets little ohance to re lite this and speak for himself,

but at the end of the piece appears "IR dEVATTER", who suggests to

the audience that the wife has been unfair to her husband:

"Ich rede es mein gevattem nit zu lieb noch zu leid,

Wir haben in der ganzen pfarr kein bei tneim eid,

Der also wol gesprech ist, als er,

Und ein solich gut lob hat, als der,

Und den man lieber zu heirat und zu teding tut nceen."
(7)

He goe3 on to suggest that they join in a drink of wine to drown

their disagreement, and is joined in this by the Ausschreier-

figure of the pieoe, who is designated simply "EIN PATJR": (®)
"Aeh, lieber nachtpaur, ir habt recht,

Wir wollen die each machen schlecht,

(6) Keller, 55,18-21
(7) Keller, 57,03-07
(8) On the identification of peasant and Aussohreier figures see
above, pp. 14-15.
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Die frau hat gar unrecht getan,

Das sie do also beschemt ir nan

Und gegen sein frcunden also verclagt,

Und swar er hat irs auch genuog gesagt;

Dooh wie dann alien sachen sei,

So habt hinfur w.er kein sclch geschrei

Und laIt uns dafSr ain reien tanzen

Und nit den fration gar seuberlich unbher swanzen*

Pfeif auf, spiltnan! Der erst rei ist mean,

Uni spring daher nit einer junkfraun foin." (9)

This illustrates onoe more the 'open ending*: attention is dis¬

tracted away from the quarrel to t e relationship between the

action of the play and the reality of the milieu, when a dance

involving the audience brings the play to a close. Here again,

therefore, we see a Handlungsspiel which retains features of the

Heihenspiel and avoids a 'gesohlossene Handlung'.

Keller Fo 4 provides a variation on the same theme, in which

another peasant who tries to help and encourage the ha--raseed

husband finds himself being added to the wife's prey and with the

husband is forced to seek shelter under a bench. Here we clearly

have an action, the wife routing both men after the second's bold

words about standing up to her. 10) Yet again we find the piece

(9) Keller, 57,19-31
^10) Keller, 49,20-34
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closing with a dancej here there is at least a temporary recon¬

ciliation, brought in very abruptly to close the piece:
" ITZUT'D SCHLEIFT SR UERFUR TOD DAS WEIB SPRICHT ZI.T IM:

0 narr, wie tropfst also herfur?

Mich durikt, wie du dich remst der thur.

Wie dunkt dich, tnich nit scheiten pleuen?

Ich inein, es durf dich die sach nit ser reuen,

Du hast gepeioht und pu3t mit ein

Und tans nit nir und la3 wett sein!" (11)
This action, however, occupies only the second half of the play,

for it is preceded by a verbal duel between husband and wife.

Here we see the transition between Reihcnspiel and Handlungsspiel

taking place, for here the two are joined effectively in a single

piece. Whilst the play begins as a Reihenspiel with accusations

of sexual misbehaviour, it ends as a Handlungsspiel showing us a

ridiculous peasant who is afraid of his wife.

In Keller Fo 31 we must consider not only the quarrelling

couple but also the peasant-Einschreier figure. The "PRECURSOR"

begins:

"Nu gru3 euob got all mit einander!

Mich wundert, das ich su euch wander;

Dann schatzt mich ab noch nocher person,

(11) Keller, 52,12-18
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Vil 3eh en mioh fur oir pauren an,

So dunk ioh mioh ie pesser sein

TTnd pring nein sclwert r.it rair herein.*

Fro® this he sears to be a peasant apinj to m society and thereby

makirj himself ridiculous. Yet later in the pi y he intervenes

as a mediator between husband and wife. Here he is entirely

sensible ard pleads for mote.-attorn

"Ir solt eimnier freurtlioh vergeben

Hnd solt die vaster, fridlioh leben." (^)

it the end, when desi.jnatei "iHSZSCT'IEIBR", he a . in appears as the

ridiculous boastful figure of his first speech. Though husband

"nd wife in this piece are no .-here specifically designated as

peasants, they be ave l'ke similar peasant-foots. Thus, since the

-lay is on tha peasant level, when a mediator is re uired it is

natural fofV him to "ppear as a peasant; and since one peasant-

Einsohreier las already appeared, mediat. r and Einsohroier are

united, despite the clash betTern the two parts cf the unified

rftle when vie -ed by twentieth-century minis, nevertheless there

can be no ou't about the identity of t © mediator with the Ein-

schreier, for when he appears as mediator he is designated "DSH

PV y".(l'+) Y:e so? here how two liferent traits both often

(12) Feller, 252,03-'
(13) Keller, 236,04-05
(14) Keller, 235»25» ny italics.
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asoribed to peasants become attached at different points in the

sae play to a single s eaker.

The husband's vituperations in this play are borrowed in

considerable measure from Per \c" enrv.n aus Bo'men, re-ordered on

only in so far as is necesary to fit them in to the rhyming

couplets of Fa atnaohtspiel. ' The Aokemann borrowings do not

(15) The husband's speech-, combines elements of two of Death's
speeches in Per Aohermann aus Bohmen, which is here quoted according
to the edition by M.O'C.V&lshe published at London by Duckworth in
1951. After a beginning which is not based on Per Aokermrn the
speech continues:

M. . . ein hantsohlit, ein sohwere pird urd joch?
Du kumet, rosfeil und uberlast,
Du fegenteufel ..." (Keller, 255,08-10)

Again, at the very end of the speech 00 ;ur the lines:
"Du fiper, nater, du weter, Aonder und plitz,
Du wulfin, preokin, unhuld, pilbits!" (Keller, 255*19-20)

Both these sections are based on Chapter 23 of Per Aokermarn, which
includes the following: "... oinen hantsliten, ein joch, ein kumat,
ein burde, oinen sweren last, einen fegenteufel, ein tegelicbe rost-
feilen, ..." and later in the chapter:"Ein beweibter man hat doner,
schawr, fuchse, slangen,alle tage in 3einein hause;". Between these
two short sections of the husband's speech occur the lanes:

"... rollfaB, du schimelkasV 5

Du leschtrog, harmkrug, lochrete tasch,
Du stinkender eimer, &u kunige flasch,
Du anhank, du scbelmigs as,
Du kiteltuch, teufelsslucht und rollfas,
Du merwurder, ungelucksnest, du falldubel,
Du murfeltier, du herhur, du lasterschubel,
Du kup. lerin, geitiger schlunt und nasenrimpf,
Du spulnapf, . . . (Keller, 255»1°-18)

These linos are based on part of Chapter 2!>r of Per Ackorsann. where
Death, sjealdrg not only of woman but of all mankind, describes
him as: "ein kotfafl, ein vnreine wurmspeise, ein stankhaus, ein
vnlustiger spulzuber, eir faules as, ein sohinelkaste, ein boden-
loser sack, ein lochrete tasche, ein blasenbalg, ein geitiger slunt,
ein stinkender leintigel, ein vbelrieohender harnkrug, ein vbel-
smeckender eimer, . . ." .

See Ca holy, pp. 265-9 & footnotes.
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represent a new departure in the verbal duels of the Ehestreit

Fastcaohtspiel but an enrichment of its vocabulary* in this piece

as in those discussed immediately above, the protagonists accuse

one another mainly of sexual immorality and also of gluttony.

Since each of them speaks more than once in this argument this

play cannot he regarded as a Reihenspiel. But it does not develop

into a full Handlungsspiel for it lacks real action—in traditional

fashion it oorsists mainly of words not deeds and at the end no

progress has been made in the relationship between the antagonistic

husband and wife.

Likewise an intermediate form is found in Keller Lo 40. where

the wife accuses her husband in court of infidelity. This is an¬

other piece in which there is no direct reference to peasantry.

Rather is its attribution to the group pf plays we are considering

to be based on the suggestions for punishment made by the jurors.

The latter follow one another in true Reiherspiel form, each

answering in turn the invitation to submit their opinions. Their

replies are all obscene, as one expects from peasants in a Reihen-

spiel. -16)
The characterisation of the married couple, however, is

unusual, even if we regard the beginning and end of this play as

constituting a Handlungsspiel, for the husband confesses his guilt

and promises to refora. In his absence the wife and judge agree

(l6) teller, 307,09-310,20
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to give him the chance to carry out this promise and the piece ends

with her departure to inform him of this decision. Catholy (17)
seek3 to minimise this reconciliation, arguing that the husband

has only said he will reform and that far too much is left to go

wrong. Nevertheless the fact remains that in comparison with

similar pieces the ending of Keller No 40 represents something far

closer to an •abgeschlossene Handlung1.

Perhaps the author felt that this ending was not quite right

as the close of a Fastnaohtspiel, for the last speech of all,
" PRECURSOR G-E3EG-HST" (18), after a conventional beginning ends on

the most obscene note struck throughout the whole piece.

On the borderline between the Ehestreit pieces and those

court scenes concerned with punishing sexual offences is Keller

No 110, where a young man tries to extricate himself from a charge

of breach of promise. Sinoe it constitutes a complete dramatic

action and seems to have been written in the sixteenth century,(^9)
it is unfair to regard this piece as a medieval Fastnao! tspiel.

Even so, it serves to remind us of the •modern1 dramatic potential

of such pieces, when they are expanded to include witnesses,

counsel, and parents of the protagonists, a development made espec¬

ially interesting for us by its absence in the fifteenth centuiy.

(17) pp. 203-4
(13) Keller. 312,23-313,09
(X9> Catholy. pp. 310 & 316
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This might also "be regarded as a religious piece, for the young man,

Uoly, gives way in response to a plea in Christian terms made by

"DER BUR KUEOT stJwTRDCr" Here we have moved so far from the

true medieval Fastnachtspiel that a peasant can appear as defender

of the Christian faith.

This play opens with two personages designated "DER E'?ST

Kft.HR" and "DER ANDER KARR LDHENS RECKEKKQtBEH". These two speaJc

more like the usual Fastnachtspiel peasants; foreshadowing the

action the former comments:

"3y gend einander die bosten wort,

Ein sSlichs sariken, hadem und verwyQen,

Ich wird vor lachen in dhosen sohyQen." (21)
The second ends his speeoh:

"Da wirt syn zanken, hadern, verwyBen;

Ich forcht, werd mich vor lachen bschyBen." (22)
But even here there is enough of the misonneur in these peasant-

fools for them to realise that the only people who will really gain

fr m the ensuing lawsuit will be the officials of the court, (23)
Both these two fools who begin the piece and "DER BUR EUENI

SUWTROC" who contributes to the course of the action are quite

untypical, for they show an amount of reason and sense alien to

(20) Keller, 885,12-887,15
(21) Keller, 861,13-15
(22) Keller, 862,32-33
(23) Keller, 861,18-21
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the characterisation of the peasant in fifteenth-century Fastnacht-

spiele. But, as was already seen, this piece is best regarded as

belonging to the sixteenth century and used for comparison, rather

than taken as a strange fifteenth-century Ehestreit piece. With

this exception the peasants who appear in the plays considered in

this section are all characterised by their sexual incontinence

and gluttony, though the characterisation of the peasant-Einschreier

in Keller Fo 31 also shows the reasonable aspect presented in

Keller No 110.

(ii) Court Scenes (2^)
Amongst these pieces formally tb ; simplest are Keller Nos

10 and 18. In Keller No 16 we have a Reihenspiel in which each of

the speakers is heard only once, even the accusor and the accused.

The crime is that when sent to woo on behalf of his friend the man

took the woman himself. Apart from the repeated statement of the

nature of the crime, the piece consists of the jurors' suggestions

- all obscene - for punishing the offender. The only alternative

su gestion offered is that the man be given two wives, which is

the worst punishment the speaker can imagine.(2^) pere, in a

formally primitive piece, we have the attitude to the wife which

forms the basis of the more complex pieces discussed in the

(24) Keller Kos 10, 10, 24, 34, 69, 88 & 112
(25) Keller, 159,01-11
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preceding section.

Keller Ko 10 is formally less simple, for the judge speaks

three, or perhaps four, (2::>) times. But each of the other speakers

is restricted to a single speech and most of the piece consists of

obscene suggestions for punishment.

To this group belongs also Keller No 88. in which a series

of jurors give their opinions on how a peasant may have his revenge

on a neighbour who had seduced his wife. This is a Reihenspiel in

which all the jurors reply to the invitation to suggest punishments,

which are mostly obacene. At the end the peasant who laid the com¬

plaint suggests rough justice in his own simple solution:

"Herr der richter, ioh wil euch imer darken

Und den schopfen alien in den schranken;

Booh maint ioh, ioh solt mich an in erkuln

Und scholt im auch sein weib zupuln,

Als er hat der msinn gethan;

So wolt ich mich gern beniigen lan

Fiir alle puQ, die ir habt gesprochen,

So deucht mich, ich het mioh wol an im gerochen." (27)
In this play obscenity is presented not only in the mouth of the

peasant himself, but also in the mouths of the other speakers.

(26) Keller, p. 99,note, suggests reasonably that lines 11-16 on
that page be ascribed to the judge, although as the text stands
they constitute the end of the preceding speech by the aoousor.
(27) Keller, 713,13-21
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A second group, not very different from the first, is formed

"by Keller Hos 24, 69 and 112. Within each of these pieces several

crimes are punished; in No 24 four, in No 69 two and in No 112 three

decisions are reached. In the reaching of decisions the plays are

shifting towards the Handlungsspiel but they retain the Reihenspiel

characteristic that each pair of litigants speaks only once, though

the judge and/or assessors give their verdict in each case. These

pieces are a development from the Reiherispiel where various irdi*

viduals appear each related to one central personage. In No 24

the alleged crimes are all cor nected with sex, in No 69 both are

concerned with excrement in unwanted places and in No 112 these two

themes are combined. In the suggested punishments in all cases,

ho ever, the main theme is that both parties should be punished

for wasting the court's time with such trivialities, the sentence

being to furnish the officers of the court with food and drink.

Though peasantry is not directly mentioned, we find one complaint

from the owner of a dung heap(2$), which suggests him to be a peasant.

Regarding the identification of peasants and Ein-Au3gchre2Ler,

the ending of No 112 is enlightening, for the last two speakers are

designated "DER AUSSCHRRIER" and "EOT AIDER PV7R". Here we have

textual evidence showing how close to identity peasant and Aus-

schreier had become in folz's day.

(28) in Keller No 112: 957,25-29
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Thus, amongst these court scenes, the formally simplest,

Keller Ifos 10, 18 and 88, are very obscene, whilst the pieces of

the second gr> up, Keller Kos 24, 69 and 112, show a shift of

emphasis to the officers of the court and their punishments

suggest gluttony rather than sexual excess.

Outside the normal ?astnachtspiel material, yet clearly in¬

spired by the foregoing pieces, is Keller Ko 3L, "VOM TANAWES-

CHEL". (29) Here the illness is personified and put on trial for

all the trouble he has caused. He is accused by representatives

of various groups of killing their beloved and disrupting their

lives. Amongst the accusors appears a peasant who oomplains:

"G-nad, herr, lieber marschalk here,

Ich pin der mair von dera obem perge,

Ich klag euch uber den TanawSschel,

Ich trank kalten wein aus einer flaschel,

Das mir we tet der pauch,

Und lag in der chiichen in dem rauch.

Das will ich euoh heut klagen.

Ich want, der schaur het mich geslagen.

(29) A. G-otze, Frilhneuhochdeutoches G-lossar, p. 4.6, explains "tana-
wesel" as "Katarrh"; and in her recent article "Personifikationen
im deutschen Fastnachtspiel des Spatmittelalters" in DVLG- 39/4
(l9t>5) note 68a, p. 564, Ingeborg G-lier points out that today this
w uld be called an influenza epidemic.
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Das ist ain gro3e ungefiiege.

Ich rauost lassen sten mein pfluge.

Hor, horr, kalt inn dar zu,

Da3 er es fDrbas nimner thu," (30)
It is very unusual to find in a fifteenth-oentury Fastnaohtspiel

a peasant who is concerned with his ploughing and worried beoause

he is unable to set on with it. The marshall's reply is equally

untypical of the comments addressed to peasants in such plays:

"Sweig, du guoter paumanj

Er sol sein furpas nimmer thuon.

G-e und pau mit deinem pfluog!

Derr red ist also genuog." (31)

Though these lines from peasant and marshs.ll are unusual, their

origin is easily discernible. This play is based on faot, for as

the full version of the title relates, "TAJPf'.ISSCKEL" was an

epidemic which oocurred in February 1454. (32) such a piece con¬

centrates on contemporary factual allusions and, amongst the com¬

plaints by members of differelit social groups about the effect the

epidemic had on them, a lament by a peasant that it has prevented

(30) Keller. 472,13-24
(31) Keller, 472,25-29; my italics.
(32) Keller, 468,05-07. The word is spelt in various ways at
different points in Keller. In this dissertation the spelling
of its first occurrence at Keller, 458,03 is used except when
quoting other passages of the actual text which contain variants.
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him from getting on with his work is quite apposite.

The more usual view of the peasant is also presented, in

the illness*s reply to the peasant's accusation, where he says:

of peasants:

"Ain hat ze vil getrunken,

Das im die leber ist erstuhken.

Der ander stinkt als ain as

Und ist von natur ain rechter fras.

Der dritt mint zu tfil,

Des ich nicht engelten will." (33)

Although this play is exceptional, it serves to show how the

characterisation of the peasant figure comes to be ohanged when

new material is brought into Fastnaohtspiel, as also happens to a

lesser degree in the plays to be discussed in Chapter III. It also

provides a parallel to Keller Ho 51, where Fastnaoht herself is on

trial, which will be discussed in Chapter VI.

(iii) Motivation of a Fight on Stage (34)
Here we are not concerned with a homogeneous group of pieces

which are variations on the same theme, as was the case in the

preceding group, but with individual pieces, each of which makes

its own separate development of the theme that peasants are quarrelsome.

(33) Keller. 473,12-17
(34) Keller Hos 2. 21, 35, 55, 56&S7
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The connection with other Fastnachtspiele is clearest in the

case of Keller No 2, "KIN SFIL, DER WAL3RTJDSR GBKANT." Here the

first speaker plunges straight into a tale of woe:

"Got gru'J euoh, lieben herren mein!

HabtB nit ftlr ubel, das ich kum herein,

Und hort mein klagen von mir armen . . . " (35)
This speech is greeted with derision by the second speaker, who is

designated "DER.PA.UR". He claims that the other is lying and has

lost his hat, coat and money in riotous living. They continue to

argue until, apparently, they fight. This seems the most likely

explanation of the gap between the PAtTR's speech ending Kell er.

38,27 and that beginning Keller, 39,01. There seems no need to

accept the suggested emendation (3&) that this latter speech be

attributed to the WALBRUDER; intervention of a fight not otherwise

noted because of the absence of stage directions is sufficient

explanation for two successive speeches coming from the same

speaker. The first line of the second speech is:

"g&ch auf, fried! her krieg ist au3!"

This beginning confirms the supposition that a fight has intervened

at this point in the text. If we retain the text as it stands,

this means that the PATJR has the last word in the argument and is,

therefore, likely to be telling the truth; this makes the WAL-

(35) Keller, 34,0>5
(36) Keller, footnote to p. 39.
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in oxder to ©btain sympathy and alms. Though here the PAUR seems

to be telling the truth, this provides the opportunity for a great

deal of bawdiness to be put into his mouth. Thus this piece is a

Handlungsspiel, but nevertheless contains much obscenity as well

as the fight.

In Keller No 56. "HIE HEBT SICK AIN SPIL AN VON DRE.IEN

POSEN TJEIBEN, DIE NEMEN DAS VICH VOR DER ItELLE.", peasants are

never expressly mentioned, but since the quarrelsome old women

around whom the play revolves are interested in stealing cattle,

they must be peasants. Early in the piece they beat a landlord

who tries to insist that they pay their drinking debts. Then when

Lucifer and the other devils try to recover the cattle the women

have stolen from them, the old women defeat the devils. Thereafter

we have a ' Frauenschelte* from the devil "NBN'ERCTJOT" who begins:

M0 lioben gescllen, we den, der mit alten posen weiben

Sein zeit hie mueS vsrtreibenf. . . «.(37)
This play revolves, therefore, round the presentation of two fights.

The theme of devils fighting old women seems to have been

popular in Cerman Pastmchtspiele. It also occurs in Keller No 57.

though this piece is too far removed from the peasant sphere to

warrant consideration here; and according to their titles was the

(37) Keller, 494,16-32
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subject of at least ty/o of the lost Lubeck Fastnaohtsplele;

"... van dera olden vjyve, de den duvel banth",

produced in 1462 and:

"... van eynen olden wyve unde van den duwele, de

fcchten tosamende umme eynen 3chatt, de begraven was,

unde dat olde wiff vorwan den duvel und slooh en unde

banth en sere",

produced in 1470.^®)
In Keller No 36, therefore, we are clearly on the very fringe

of the *Baueraspiel*, where the piece owes as much to the devil

scenes of the religious drama as to the genuine Fastnachtspiel. In

these oircunstances it is little surprise that the characterisation

is not that of typical Fastnachtspiel peasants but concentrates on

the idea of evil old women being the worst creatures alive, witches

and sorceresses.

Origins outside Fastnaohtspiel are also evident in Keller No

67, "DER ALT IIANnETTTAJTCZ." This piece is based on the custom of

dancing for the prise of a cock - of the idiom in Early New high

German 'seiner hanen ertanzt haben*.(39) pn this piece a fight

breaks out after one of the men alleges that one of the girls is no

longer a virgin and therefore ineligible to take part. The peasants

(38) quoted Catholy, p. 294 & note 3.
(39) A. Gotze, gruhneuhoohdeutscbes Glossar, p. 115.
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here are boastful of their dancing abilities; they are also great

fighters:

"Sohlahen uni raufen ist ir 3pil,

Das treiben sie iiber jar vil." (^°)
Whilst sexual misbehaviour is central to this pieoe, the actual

description by the accuser of what he claims to have seen is brief

. in relation to the length of the whole piece, whioh culminates in

the fight.

We find Fastnaohtspiel using material from outside soui*ces

yet again in Keller No 55. This piece is based on the phenomenon

of fifteenth-century life of the itinerant 'Kramer* offering his

■vares for sale. The piece opens like many other Fastria oh tspiele

with the words:

"Got gruB den wirt unl was hinn istI",

but the speaker goes on immediately J

"Hie sent ir gar in kurzer frist

Mein kauftaansohatz und raein handel, ..."

After he has praised his '.Tares and lamented his bad luck he is

interrupted by a peasant who aocuses him of dishonest dealings

and alleges that he is so unsuccessful as a Kramer that often he

has to beg for his living. They argue about this. Then comes an

(40) Keller. 589,24-5
(4!) Keller. 477,0^-6
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abrupt charge. Within a sinje speech of thirteen lines the Kramer

turns from reproac ing the peasant for his maledictions to offering

to teach hin his trade. To our great surprise the peasant accepts

the suggestion and offers his farm in return. Through their labourer

the peasant's wife learns of his intention and berates her husband,

whereupon he beats her. After this beating and when the wife

has again cursed the Kramer for leading her husband astray, there

appear two new characters called "BIN PAITR" and "BIN AKDER PAUR".

The first of these points out to the wife that her husband has only

got his deserts for starting to accuse the ErSmer and also that he

acted quite freely. The second points out that nothing has yet

been done, that the agreement can still be reversed and goes on to

call for a tune to dance to.

The way in which the action is brought brusquely to a close

after the fight leaves no room for doubt but that the motivation of

the fight is the main point in this piece. Though a large section

is concerned with the Kramer, he is not involved in the fight, whieh

is kept between peasants, husband and wife.

The desire to conclude briefly also explains the r61e of

"BIN PAUR" and "BIN AKDER PATTR" already mentioned. Despite their

designation, they have little to do with the peasant as the latter

usually appears in Eastnachtspiel, Their function is esentially

(42) Keller, 481,34: "DER PATH SLECTT SEIN WEIB . . ."
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formal, to help bring the piece to an end, and for this pur-pose

the author used the personage most associated with Fastraohtspiel,

the peasant, whilst moulding his speeches to fit the oontext rather

than to fit in with other characterisations of peasants.

This piece is strikin ; for the complexity of its plot; here

we may justifiably speak of the 'action' of the play, which is

noteworthy for the spe d at which it moves. This is, therefore, a

Handlungsspiel but one which finds room still for a brief mention

of adultery and which rests on the seoond notion of peasants

being quarrelsome.

"DAS KSITHARTSPIL",, Feller To 21, also belongs to this

group. The other version of the same material, Keller Ho 33,

adds little to what we can learn about peasants from Fo 21, whilst

its excessive length 0*-3) disqualifies it from consideration as a

normal Fastnachtspiel. There seoms to have existed a whole group

of*I'eidhartspiele', (44) based on a picture of the poet derived

from a tradition of poems wrongly attributed to him. Here he

ap;;ears as the great opponent of the peasants, the leader of the

knights in battles against the peasants. The root cause of his

hatred of them is the substitution by a peasant of a heap of ex¬

crement in place of the first violet Feidhart had wanted to show

to the duchess. This brought disgrace to Keidhart and he gains

(43) in Keller pp. 393-467-
(44) see Catholy, pp. 324-5.
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Keller No 21 there follows after this main action a brief scene

with the quack doctor Laurein, who cures a wounded peasant, before

we hear of f'eidhart's reinstatement at court.

This special case, in origin alien to Pastnaohtspiel, provides

the only example in Keller of hatred of the peasantry being por¬

trayed in a Pas !;rachtspiel. The connections between Neidhartspiel

and peasant-''"astmohtspiel are clear: in both peasants are assoc¬

iated with excrement and fight during the action. This origin in

another literary tradition, however, seems to explain the un¬

usually hostile attitude to peasants whioh appears here.

Alongside this the typical Pastnaohtspiel characterisation

of th- peasant persists, a3 in the speech:

M3o pin ich gar ein werder helt;

Wo man die hertcn eir schelt

Und schemer frauen pflegen sol,

Do vertrit ich mein stat gar wol,

Und wo man soharpfe schwert seucht,

Pin ich der erste, der do fleuht." (4-5)
Traits more closely related to the view of the peasant actually

expressed in the poetry of Ueidhart von Reuental do also occur,

for example in the speech:

(45) Keller, 195,04-10
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"Ich "bin ein paur von Dingelfingen;

Ir fround, laSt uns zuaamen springen!

Ich han ein so' open '.vol gedret

Kit panzerringen wol durchneet

TTnd auch ein achwert, kost mich zwei pfunt, , . ." ^6)
These lines correspond quite closely in their tone to some of

Meidhart1 s comments about peasants. In the '",'interlied* which

begins "Winder, un3 wil din gewalt / in die stuben dringen" occur

linos suggesting both the peasants* Jove of dancing and their modes

of dress. The second stanza opens:

" Tanzet, laohet, weset vr&!

daz zimt wol don jungen

disen winder lane."

And in stanza four are the lines:

" Lanze eine treien treit,

diu ist von barch&ne,

gruene als& der kle.

dar in er gesteppet hit

ein guot isnin her.de." ^7)

(4g Keller, 194,19-24(47) According to Haupt's numbering this poem begins at 35,1, <.%
the lines quoted are 35,12-14 and 36,7-9 & 13-14. The edition
quoted is that by Edmund V/iesaner, Die Lieder Neidharts, Alt-
dcutsche Textbibliothek 4';-, Niemeyer/lubinger,1955, wliere this is
Winterlied Nr. 1. pp. 53-4.
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In the 'Plntcrlied' which begins "Wu ist der liebe sumer hin

gescheiden" the portrayal of the peasants' armour and their dancing

are brought even closer in the lines:

w, . . in diu swert

ftf den versen klungen.

wol gevurbet sint ir kepellsen,

ir helze klingent ndch dem trit,

Itite bi dem reien nach dem sprunge."

It remains a matter for conjecture, hov/ever, to what extent these

similarities are fortuitous.

Though scarcely a Fastnachtspiel, the old Neidhartspiel from

the library of the church of St. Paul at Karnten, published by A.,

E. Schonbach in 1896, (^) deserves consideration here. This is an

early dramatisation of the basic material of the Neidhartspiele in

Keller. The peasants do not speak and their actions must be de¬

duced from the final speech:

"Nithardus ad rusticos:

Sagt an, ir dorfknappen,

Ir tSrpel und ir mflstrappen,

Waz hXnd ir an mir gerochen,

(48) In Wiessner's edition this is 'Tinterlled Nr. 14; according to
Haupt's numbering the lines quoted are 55,30-31 and 55,38-56,1.
(49) "Ein altes Neidharfcspiel," ZDA, 40 (1896) 3^8-374; the actual
text pp. 368-370.
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/

Daz ir den viol hant ab gebrochen

Und rair mit iwerra ungelimpf

ZerstBrent hant den ninen schimpf?

Ze pfant m&st ir diu bain hie lan

Und uf den stelczen hain gan."

4s SoKSnbaoh pointed out, this version lacks any concluding speech

from the peasants lamenting the loss of their legs. The space

which, follows the text in the manuscript might have been left in

order to record a continuation of the play which was never in fact

put in, and which might have included a fight between peasants and

knights. But this must remain a hypothesis.

The main fact to be learned from this version is that the

earliest Neidhartspiele were concerned with the discovery of the

first violet and Neidhart*s disgrace because it had been replaced

by the time the duchess arrived. Here we are not even told what

the peasants uaed as a replacement. As was already suggested,

however, nothing about this play makes it necessarily a Fastnacht-

spiel. Indeed, it seems preferable not to regard this early Neid-

hartspiel as a Fastnaohtspiel, and to admit to the genre only

Feller No 21 amongst the Neidhartspiele, For the main difference

between the version found in KSrnten and Keller No 21 is the ex¬

pansion of the section concerning the fight between peasants and

knights, from being only hinted at as a possible development in

the f urteenth-certury version to constituting the main point of
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the action in the fiftesnth-century Fastnaehtspiel version.

Thus, though the Neidhartspiel Keller Fo 21 is unique amongst

Fastnachtspiele in that it shows peasants as an object of hatred,

this hatrel is reduced to the level of a personal feud between

Keidhart and a few peasants; and, as we already saw, the character¬

isation of the peasants here is fitted to the usual Fastnaohtspiel

idea of the ridiculous peasant. The fight between the peasants and

the knights is clearly regarded as the culminati n of the play, for

thereafter the action is brought quickly to a close.

Though Keller Ho 35, "EIN SPIL VON HASEN", is only a fragment

it seems to belong to the group of plays discussed in this section.

The opening, despite its brevity, seems to be complete. Within

five lines of the beginning we are plunged into the action:

"DER ERST PAUR:

Mein lieber wirt, habt uns vergutj

Wo hat man hie den pesten rnut?

Mein weip hat mich kaum auB pracht.

Ich soIt mein gesten nach wiltpret laufen.

DSR ANDER PAUR:

Hie han ioh ein hasen, gib ich dir zu kaufen." *

For the rest of the piece the peasants haggle over the price, the

seller alleging as the money is counted out that nearly every coin

(5°) Keller. 271,03-9
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seems that in aF probability a fight is about to sta t; any other

development of* the piece seems improbable. If this surmise is

correct, then the piece indeed belongs here amongst those which

centre around the motivation of a fight. Barter is not one of the

essential themes of Fastnaohtspiel, but it might well be used if

it c uld be linked to a common theme, such as the motivation of a

fight. In view of its brevity and its fragmentary nature it is

impossible, however, to say for certain more about this Fastnacht-

spiel than that it portrays the peasants' mutual suspicion and

their eagerness to quarrel.

By their ooncem with a burlesque fight on stage all the

pieces from Keller considered in this group demand designation as

Hardlungsspiele. Yet we may note that several of them retain

Reihenspiel features: the first part of To 67. concerned with the

choice of partners for the dance, is close to the Reihenspiel form

of each person speaking only once; both No 2 and No 55 begin with

a long boastful speech on the part of the peasant's opponent which

is reminiscent of the boastful speeches of the Reihenspiel. The

other two pieces, No 56 and No 21, owe more to alien literary

traditions and are concerned with actions rather than words.

The oonoern with presenting peasants as essentially quarrel¬

some forces other themes into the background of these pieces.
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But as in the ohange from Reihenspiel to Handlungospiel in the

form, so also in the content they retain some of the older material,

although they concentrate on the nevr. Thus besides the fights in

all of them, some sexual misbehaviour by peasants is mentbned in

No 55 and lb 67, whilst in No 21 besides the fight connected with

excrement we have at one point the typical peasant of primitive

Fastnaohtspiel, boasting of his promiscuity,

(51) Keller, 195,04-10; 3ee above p, 41 & footnote
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III Handlungsspiele Based on Literary Themes

Not Originally Fastrachtspiel Material ^

A.s the fifteenth century progressed and Fastnachtspiel re¬

tained its popularity, new material was required to supplement the

original themes. This led to the use in Fastnaohtspiel of stories

which had themes consistent with those of the traditional kind of

Fastnachtspiel. As has been shown in the foregoing chapters, these

themes are predominantly sexual misbehaviour and quarrelling. The

pieces which arose in this way were inevitably Ilandlungsspiele, for

the authors of the Fastrachtspiele borrowed a story and decked it

out with the form of a Fastnachtspiel. The construction of a

Reiherspiel out of such material bor owed from other genres is

difficult to envisage, for all that could there be borrowed would

be either a new setting for the obscene comments or an enrichment

of the vocabulary - not the material - of Fastnachtspiel, such as

was achieved by the borrowings from Per Ackermann au3 BShren al¬

ready discussed in Chapter II.

As was seen in Chapter I, the prime concern of the Reihen-

spiel was obscenity, especially description of obscene episodes.

In Keller No M> this concern with obscene description is coupled

with the storjr of the honest peasant who is honest even when this

Keller Nos 8b, 22, 1+6, 60 & 107.
(2) see above p. 25 including note 15.
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means that he must reveal his own misdeeds. This play may con¬

veniently be referred to as "The Honest Peasant", though in Keller

the title is: "GAR A.IN HUPSCHS UKD ATJBENTEIRLICHS VASNACHTSPILL VON

AINEM EDELMAN SEINER FRAUEN, DIE SICH TJNDERSTUONT AIKEN SEINER

PATH®! ZUO AIKER LTJGIR PRINGEN, DER NIE KAIN LUGIN GETAN HET, DES

SI IN ATTCH HIT DARZUO FRIHGEN MOCHT, DARDURCH SI ZUO SCHANDEN WARD J

KURZWEILIG ZUO 183REN." &) However, on the following pages there

ap ears as the short version of the title: "7/3E BIN PEURIN MIT

EIKEM EDELMAN WETTET", this being taken from another version of the

play which Keller found. The woman*s identity cannot be discovered

from the text, since it is not vital to the course of the action.

The nobleman entrusts his prize ram to the peasant, who has a

reputation for absolute honesty. Immediately the woman appears and

bets the nobleman three fattened oxen and four cows that she can

make the peasant lie to him. Whilst she is away four courtiers

comment that even the wisest and strongest of the Ancients were

taken in by women, citing as examples Aristotle, King Solomon and

Sampson. The woman returns to announce that the peasant is on his

way back to report the loss of the ram to his master. The peasant

then arrives and describes in detail how the woman, seduced him and

persuaded him to give her the ram:

(3) p. 351. This title is provided in the MS to help the
reader identify the piece. It is unlikely that it was
announced before a performance.
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"Junkher, ioh sag euch die warbait.

Ich han getan ain groS torheit,

Es kam zuo mir arin sch3n lustig weib

Und tet so schon zuo meinem leib,

Kit beden armen sie raioh umbscbloB,

Da von mir ain groSer precb auf schoB,

Kein esel wart sich unden regen,

Den kunt ich mit zuchten nit niderlegen,

Wan sie so freuntlich zuo mir tett,

Das ioh meinr sinn nit halbe het.

Si schvrang meim esel das fuoter vor

Und offnet mir der freuden tor.

Da von si sollichen understurz nam,

Das ir der visch in die reusen kam.

Die warhait nun nlweg reoht laut,

Icb han den pook an ir verpraut.

Si lert mioh, ich solt etlch ain lugin sagen,

In het ein wolf hin wegk getragen.H (4)

The woman is furious, but the nobleman is delighted at winning

his bet.

This story is known in various forms in various languages.^)
But the only reason for it appearing as a Fa3tnachtspiel is the

(4) Keller, 556,10-27
(5) see Keller, p. 1505
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possibility it affords to include the above obscene description of

how the woman seduced the peasant, which ould not be out of place

in the Reihenspiele discussed in Chapter I. On page 111 of her

book Per deutsohe Bauer im Mittelalter (6) Dr Hilde Hiigli cites

the peasant in this play as being outstanding as the only ideal

peasant figure in fifteenth-century Fastnachtspiele, but this ob¬

servation entirely misses the point of Keller Ilo 4-6. The essential

story as taken over into <"astria cht spiel requires that th: peasant

be honest, but the reason for the material being taken over by

Fastnaohtspiel was that the peasant's sexual incontinence was en¬

tirely typical of the behaviour of peasants in Fastnachtspiele and

in no way to be regarded as 'ideal'. This play exists as a Fast-

nachtspiel only because its theme affords the opportunity for

obsoene description.

Although thi3 piece is a Handlungsspiel concerned with obscene

description by a peasant, it does show evidence of the feeling that

the Reihenspiel was the more genuine Fastnachtspiel. Khilst the

seduction is taking place off-stage the gap in the action on-stage

is filled by the four courtiers v?ho reflect on the wiles of woman¬

kind. These speeches are in the true Reihenspiel tradition: each

speaker is designated only by a number, and each of the speeches is

a variation on the same theme in only slightly varied terms. Thus

(6) "Sprache & Dichtung", Heft A.2, Berne, 1929.
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this pieoe shows well the two conflicting tendencies evident in

Fastnaeht3piel as the fifteenth century progressed. On the one hand

the demand for new plays each year lead to the introduction of new

material from sources outside Fastnachtspiel: this meant the be¬

ginning of the Handlungsspiel; on the other hand the basic concept

persisted that the Reihenspiel is the original and essential Fast-

raohtspiel. Consequently it happens, as here, that features of

both basic types appear 3ide by side in a single play despite their

fundamental incompatibility.

As piece No 46 showed clear affinities with the obscene

pieces discussed in Chapter I, similarly Keller No 8b is related to

the quarrel scenes of the plays in Char ter II. A3 already noted by

Catholy (7), Keller No 8 really consists of two plays run together

at page 78 line 5. The title of the play in Keller, "EIN SPIL VON

DREIEN BlttJDERN, DIE RECHTENT VOR EIN KONIC UMB EIN MUL, POCK UND

UNB EIN PAW, refers to the second of the plays, which may con¬

veniently be refer ed to as No 8b, and which is the only one of the

twp parts which is relevant to the present discussion of the peasant

character. In this play the three sons of a rich peasant squabble

over their inheritance of a mill, a ram and a pear-tree. The play

is a Reihenspiel in that no conclusion is reached. The text ends

with the lines:

(7) p. 182 note 3
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"ERST:

Ja ich wil dir den zan im ars auSreiben,

Das dir kein liar in der schwarfcen muG bleiben" (8)

After this belongs the speech of the Ausschreier which has been

included earlier in the manuscript and appears as Keller, 87,13-23.

Taking only its form into consideration, this might have been dis¬

cussed equally appropriately in Gha ter Il(iii) along with other

court scenes. But it is based on a similar story in SteinhSwel's

Extr'vagartcs Esopi» written in 1476/77. The story occurs even

earlier in the G-esta Romanorun of about 1300, where the three are

sons of a king. In Steinhowel's version they are the son3 of a

bourgeois. In this Fastnachtspiel they are designated as peasants

as they enter. Mere is clear evidence that the peasant was the

essential personage of fifteenth-century Fastnachtspiel, for this

anecdote is turned into a Fastnachtspiel by making the sons peasants
( qN

and by adding a closing dance. • ' This piece is a good example of

the way in which material from other literary genres was fashioned

into a Fastnachtspiel and especially of the Importance to this

transformation of the inclusion of peasant figures.

The above observations are also true of Keller Ho 22, "EIN

SFIL VON EIK2M KEISER UHD EE< AFT." The story of this play is the

same as that of Burger's famous ballad, although the three questions

(8) Keller. 90,06-08
(9) On closing dance as con on Fastnachtspiel feature see Catholy,
pp. 181-198.
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put to the abbot by the Emperor are slightly different. Further,

in Burner's ballad the substitute abbot is a shepherd, whereas in

the fastnachtspiel he is a miller. In both cases he is a rustic

who outwits the learned wisdom of the courtiers. The miller is the

cunning peasant whose outwitting of his social and intellectual

superiors was a favourite subject in late medieval German literature,

'whilst in this Fastnachtspiel the cunning peasant appears as the

central character, the play also contains at the end a scene with

the core typical quarrelsome peasants of Fastnachtspiel. These

peasa ts are first mentioned in a stage direction:

"NU SITZT DER KULHER AUF DAS NEfflSNLEIN, SO ZIEHEN IN

DE PAUHEN IN DIE STUHEN FUR DEN KEISER." (10)
From this specific reference to th in, without any mention of their

arrival or departure, it is reasonable to assume their presence on

stage during most of the action. After the essential Kaiser-und-

Abt action, when the miller has just been made abbot, there cones

a short scene with three peasants. The first, who introduces him¬

self as an old business acquaintance and new neighbour of the

abbot's, casts aspersions on the abbot's honesty in the days when

he was still a miller. The second peasant takes issue with this

in a short speech df six lines:

"Du rotsiger paur, was hast du do verkunt?

(10) Keller, 207,01-02
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End du hast dich itzo an meim apt versunt.

Ich han dein gespei wol vernumen.

Me in herr apt der ist mir gotwilkumen.

Ykrumb heist du in ein mulner?

Furpas geschweig du solicher mer!"

This might well be the beginning of a quarrel scene ending in blows,

like those discussed in Chapter Il(iii), but here this theme is not

developed. Instead the third peasant brings the action further to¬

wards its close by suggesting a dance in which they will all join.

Thus in Keller No 22, as in Keller Mo 4-6, a brief scene with

peasants and a closing dance are added to a play in order to bring

it closer to the typical Fastmohtspiel, even though in thi3 case

the central character is a cunning peasant.

Likewise in Keller Ho 60, "EIN SPIL VON KONIG- SALOMON END

KARKOLFO", the main action is concerned with the cunning

peasant Markolf who gets the better of King Solomon in their verbal

battle. Yet again in this play, at the end of the main action,

when Markolf has been taken away to be hanged, there appear four

peasant figures in a scene which is very reminiscent of the Reihen-

spiel. The first and bhird peasants comment on the Karkolf-action

(11) Keller. 210,08-13
(12) This play is discussed in the first half of Oatholy, pp. 13-
138, and frequently mentioned thereafter. For severe criticism of
Catholy's views sec; the two acticles by Dieter Tu'ttke cited in the
bibliography, below p. 128.
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which has just taken place, the first lamenting his friend Markolf,

the third arguing that it serves him right. The second peasant

addresses the audience and draws their attention to the ridiculous

behaviour of the first, whilst the fourth peasant also turns to the

audience and ridicules the behaviour of the other three. From this

fourth peasant's speech it may be deduced that throughout this scene

each of the four peasants behaves continuously in the same my, not

only during his own coherent speech.

Here the peasant scene is used not only as part of the attempt

to turn a complex Handlungsspiel into an authentic Fastmchtspiel,

hut also to bring about the transition from the Fastnaohtspiel

reality to the reality of Carnival. By the alternation of refer¬

ences to the Markolf-action made by the first and third peasants

with the turning to the audience of the second and fourth peasants,

play and Carnival atmosphere are drawn together.

Further this play shows well how the two different character¬

isations of tie peasant were kept apart in the minds of both author

and audience. There is no i ign of any fellow-feeling between

Markolf, the cunning peasant of literary ancestry, and the four

characters of the peasant scene, who a are the typical ridiculous

peasants of Fastnachtspiel, The first of the four begins by lament¬

ing Markolf's apparent fate, but this theme is not developed. His

function is rather to trigger off the rest of this peasant scene,

beginning with a reference to the action which has just taken place.
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We hear in far more detail the views of the third peasant, who feels

that Markolf has deserved his fate. One might expect peasants to

support one another against authority, but Markolf and the other

peasants in this piece belong to entirely separate groups, recog¬

nised as such by the author, and whilst Markolf is the central

figure in the action the other four function in the technical con¬

struction of the piece rather than as participants in the act on.

'his lack of fellow-feeling between different kinds of

peasant figures is also evident in Keller ho 107, "DER KLUG-E

KEECHT". This story tell3 of how a stable bo outwits his master,

a cloth mer:-hant and the counsel who defends hira in court. Sent

with money to buy cloth for his master he tells the merchant that

his master will be caning later to pay for the clothes he takes

away with him. On his return hone he tells his master that he has

not been able to buy any cloth because he did not know what colour

his master wanted, adding that the merohant has kept the money to

settle outstanding debts. When master and merchant meet the stable

boy is found out. 'Alien ho is brought to court charged with the

theft of the money and the clothes, his counsel advises him not to

say a word and thus he is acquitted as being a fool, unable to

a swer the charges. ">hen the counsel demands payment the stable

boy continues the pretenc- of being unable to speak and thereby

avoids having to pay any fee.

There are several features which mark this play off as not
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really belonging to the genre of fifteenth-century Fastn1.cht3pi.ele.

It is unlikely that this piece was indeed composed in the fifteenth

century, for it is based on Reuchlin's comedy "Henno", which was not

performed before 1497. The date of the compositi n of this Swiss

Fastnachtspiel must be 3et rather in the first decade of the six¬

teenth century. In addition to this uncertainty about its date of

composition, certain features of the play's construction are quite

untypical of the late-medieval -'a stnachtspiel of the fifteenth

century. Most evident among them is is length. It occupies thirty

pages of text in Keller, whereas few of the pieces discussed hither¬

to exceed ten pages. Further, unlike even such 'late' pieces as

"Salomon und Karkolf", this play is divided into scenes, designated

"ACTUS", which are marked in the text. This kind of division be¬

trays at once the shift in venue of Fastnadhtspiel at the end of

the fifteenth century, when the plays ceased to be impromptus

occurring unexpectedly during an evening's revelry and became

individual dramatic performances. Coupled with this shift in

location is a shift in purpose, for in Keller Mo 107 the closing

speech is unlike any other which has been considered hitherto in

this review of peasant pieces. This speech is hot attributed to

an Ausschreier but is headed "KESCTTLUSZ", and consists of a warning

against over-ooncentration on material things:

"... Darin wer sin sinn und sin muot

Allein gesetst uff zittlich guot,
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Der achtet wenig hie u?f erd,

Ob in mit reoht oder unreoht werd.

Keinclich da3 zittlich guot verblent,

Dad er sich selber numer kent;

Er achtet nienan ganz und gar,

Allein zittlich guts des nimpt er war;

Da vlbersicht er gott und welt,

Allein dad in wert golt und gelt, . .

Such a moralising tone is quite alien to the usual Ausschreier

speeches of the fifteenth-century Fastnachtspiel.

Kevertheless, in the court 3cene which forms the climax of

this play lies the dear link between it and the many fifteenth-

century Fastnaohtspiele whioh consist entirely of a court scene.

The fact that here in Keller No 107 the court scene ends with a

clear decision and the acquittal of the accused is unusual but not

without parallel amongst the court scenes in Keller, Like Keller Ko

110 discussed in Chapter Il(i) , Keller I'io 107 doe3 not belong

strictly speaking to the group of plays under discussion in this

study. But it is of great interest as an example of those pieces

on the fringes of the group ±k which in paid are derived from the fif¬

teenth century Fastnachtsjiel and in part consist of novel features,

(!3) Keller, 849,21-30
(14) see above pp. 27-28
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The five plays considered ir this chapter a 1 have recognisable

literary origins. Keller Eos 22, 60 and 107 bring into Fastmcht-

3piel from other genres a new peasant character, who posseses that

cunning which enables him to outwit his social and intellectual

superiors. In the first two of these three plays the traditional

peasant of Fastnachtspiel also appears alongside the new figure,

but their respective roles show that the two kinds of character-

isation of the peasant were kept clearly separated in the minds of

authors and audiences. The other two pieces, Keller Kos 3b and 46,

are closer to the original Fastnachtspiel, for they are derived

respectively from its concern with quarrelsome and sexually irre¬

pressible peasants. All these five pieces are inevitably Handlungs-

3piele, but several of them reveal Reihenspiel features, a common

phenomenon being the interpolation of a set of comments on the

action in the form of a short Reihenspiel scene.
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TV (i) Religious Pieces

Fastnachtspiel in general is not concerned with the Christian

religion. Keller nevertheless contains two peasant pieces which

portray the clash between the Christian and Jewish faiths, Keller

Kos 1 and 106. Keller No 1, "EIN VASNACHTSPIL, DIE ALT UND NEU EE,

DIE SIKAGOGr, VON UBERWINBUNGr DER JUDEN IN IR TAIMTJT ETC.", opens

with a speech by "DER ERST PATJR", but the content of his speech

reveals that this figure is really the Einsehreier and not a pea¬

sant. (1) The first twenty lines show no sign of the fact that

this is going to be a religious play. He demands quiet for the

piece to begin in quite general terms, though at abnormal length.

Since this first speaker is designated "PAtJR" in the manuscript

and therefore presumably appeared as a peasant, it seems reasonable

to assume that Folz chose deliberately to open this abnormal Fast¬

nachtspiel with a peasant, for by beginning with the typical Fa3t-

nachtspiel character he could introduce his audience as gradually

as possible to the idea that this was no ordinary Fastnachtspiel.

This theory gains plausibility when it is considered that after

the first mention of "die alt und die neu ee" in line 23 on page 1,

this idea is not taken up at all by the next speaker in his twenty-

five lines, but reappears only a page later at 2,26 in "Das alt

gesetz und auch da3 neu". Here in Keller No 1, therefore, which

(l) On confusion of peasant and Einschreier see above pp. 15 & 21,
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is a play with a serious purpose, a peasant figure is introduced

in order to bring into the Pastnachtspiel genre a play which other¬

wise would have no claim to belong there. To this end Pols avails

himself of the possibility of making the Einschreier appear as a

peasant.

Keller No 106, "KAISER COESTANTIKtTS", treats the same theme

as Tro 1 but contains far more of an attempt in the text itself to

turn this piece into a Pastnachtspiel. The religious action ends

with the speech of the "TAUPSCHREIER", who announces that the Jews

are to be baptised on the following Sunday:

"Davorn am markt peim scbon prunnen*, )
This line alone suffices to bring the action to a specific location

known to all the inhabitants of Miremberg and begins the transition

from the reality of the play to the reality of general Carnival

revelry. The next speaker is designated "EIN ANDES PAUR*

(my italics), implying that the "TAUFSCHHEIER" is also dressed as

a peasant. This second peasant comes and demands that those who

have been involved in the action shall leave their quarrels and

dance with the ladies. Here the Ausschreier speech might follow

quite appropriately. But before the play concludes yet another

peasant speaker is introduced:

MEIH PAUR:

(2) Keller. 818,16
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So kum. ich audi do her getrapt

Und enther durch das kot gesapt

Und ho13 Ott ESlenvist vom Pirntan

Und pin ein paur, der allerlei lean,

Kempfon, vechten, laufen und rir.gen,

Hit frauen schersen, tanzon und springen,

Dariimb so vaoh ichs pillioh an

Und will auoh den erstcn reien han.

Gott gob, worn es sorn thu,

Wann ich pin ie oin seuberlicher knecht darzu." (3)

Only after this does the "HEROLT" bring the play to a olose, Be¬

sides asking for the blessing of the audience he also apologises

for the religious piece which his group has performed this year,

and promises a gay one for the following year.

Here, in a single page of text between the religious action

and the closing speech, is a concentrated attempt to make this play

into a Fastnachtspiel, consisting of the introduction of three

peasant figures and, closely associated with them, of a closing

dance. As in the previous chapter .in the case of Keller Kos 8b,22

and (4) here in Keller Nos 1 and 106 the peasant character is an

important element used when an author seeks to turn into a Fastnacht-

spiel a play which essentially does not belong to that genre#

(3) Keller, 818,33-619,07
(4) see above, pp. 53 and 55.
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(ii) Arztspiele ■

The Arztspiele cor;stitute a small 3roup apart amongst the

plays in Keller. Though they have no Christian content they owe

their existence ultimately to Christianity, since they are derived

from the quack doctor scenes of the Osterspiele.

Their origin is clearly visible in Keller No 6, "SIN SFTL VON

EINEM ARZT UNO EINEH KRANKEN PAUR", a simple dramatic action in

which a peasant is cured of constipation by Dr Vivian. Laughter

is caused in this play by references to excrement and by the ridi¬

culous claims made by and on behalf of the doctor, that he can

make any healthy person ill and has even killed off patients. In

this case, however, basing his diagnosis on a sample of urine he

cures the constipated peasant with a purgative. The extremely

mild tone of this play compared with the obscene Reihenspiele dis¬

cussed in Chapter I oan best be explained by recollection of its

source. This play is simply the farcical doctor interlude of a

religious piece turned into a Fastnachtspiel by making it clear

that the pat-ent is a peasant, by the introduction into the text

of a reference to Fastnaoht (*>), and by the introduction of a dance

at the end of the play.

Keller No 48, "GAR AIN HUPSCHES VASKACHTSPILL VON AINEM \RZT

(5) Keller Nos 6, 48, 82 & 120.
(6) Keller, 59,31: "7&s habt ir die vasnacht fur ein
guten mut?" my italics.
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GEHA.OT MAISTER TJTICTAII, nT3 ER AIKEM PAUREN ERZKEI GAB, KURZKEILIG.",

is a briefer version of a similar story. Here, however, the doctor

is a fraud who elates to be effective. After diagnosing the sick

peasant's illness from a sample of urine he gives him an ointment

with ridiculous ingredients:

"Das ist die allererst salben,

Die schaiS meins vatters kalben

Und ist auch in der pUchs,

Darzuo kamen zwen jungen filohs,

Premenschmer und trachenpluot

Und ains alten pilgrams hu; t,

Roslungen und muckenmilz

Und auB alten schouchen ain vilz * « (7)

But at the end of the piece the peasant is even more ill than before

and his relations have been robbed by the quack. The humour here

is derived from the ridiculous constituents of the ointment and

the duping of the stupid peasants.

In Keller No 82. "DAS VASEACHTfiiL VOM AR3T HIT DSN ZUEL?

PAURJS", the theme is again the curing of a peasant by a doctor.

In this play, however, the charaoterisation of the peasant does

not follow the usual stereotype pattern. After the doctor, Vivian,

and his servant, Augustin, have praised their wares there follows

(7) Keller. 367,06-13
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a long discussion in the form of a Reihcnspiel scene amongst ten

peasants whether their sick comn.de should be brought to the doctor

or not. This is no foolish discussion such as one might expect

amongst peasants in a F&stnachtspiel, but a serious consideration

whether Dr Vivian is genuine or a fraud. Opinion is divided bet¬

ween those who are prepared to try every possible means to get the

sick peasant oured and those who are convinced that all doctors

are frauds. As soon as the first has suggested their taking the

sick peasant to Dr Vivian, the warning note is struck by the second

peasant:

"Traun, lieber nachpaufc Ott,

Wart, das dein der arzt nit spott,

Wann ich hor, sie sind gern trieger.

Wenr ich west, das er gereht wer,

So riet ich auch nit vast davan,

Wann er ist nach g:stalt ain kluger man." (®)
But a more optimistic note is also struck, when the third peasant

says:

"... ich pin gewest in der stat,

Darinn er sein kunst pewert hat." (9)
Even when drinking and enjoying themselves is proposed by the

fourth peasant it is offered as a better way of spending money

(8) Keller. 681,20-25
(9) Keller, 681,29-30
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than on looters* bills. This serious discussion is continued until

it is finally decided to seek Dr Vivian's advioe. Only frhen he has

tried his ointments and made the peasant even more ill do we get

any further comments on the character of the peasants. When

serious medicine has failed and the peasants are about to lynch

the dootor and his servant, Vivian instincts Auguatinj

nAch du verheiter lapp und tor,

Ich maint, du west das vor.

R-ibstu im ain solch ergenei,

Du mohst in toten, wern seiner drei.

Wiltu, das er werd paid gesunt,

So hab im airm rossdreck fiir den munt

Und fCr di nasen einen mist,

So steet er auf in kurser frist.

Wttrd er aber tauraeln und hinken,

So schlah in mit eim priigel Smbt schinlcen

Unt unten Smb di schinpain,

So lauft er gerad und paid haim."

It must be assumed that these words are accompanied by similar

action, for the siok peasant then says:

MGot dank euch, lieber maister Vivian,

Des guten, das ir mir habt gethan.

(10) Keller, 686,17-23
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Ir habt mich pehalten peim leben, ..."

The peasant's response to such drastic treatment suggests that for

the author of this piece a peasant was an inferior being whom he

scorned.

The appearance of peasants in it constitutes this play's main

claim to be regarded as a Fastnachtspiel, even though their charac¬

terisation differs from most characterisation of peasants in Fast-

nachtspiele. The author himself was conscious that the play hardly

fitted into the Fastmchtspiel genre, for before the usual Ein-

schreier speech he put another, asking the audience's indulgence

for the play they are about to see, using phraseology more usual in

Ausschreier speeches:

"AUSZSCHREIER:

G-ot grill den wirt und sein gest*

Seit wolgemut, das ist das pest.

Habt uns unsern schimpf vergut,

Als man su vasnaoht gewonlichen thut,

Das man allweg gem frolicher ist,

Denn in der vasten, so mann passian list."

Only after this follows the real Einschreier speech introducing the

action. Here in Keller Ko 82 is a play like those discussed in the

(11) Keller, 687,03-5
(12) Keller, 679,03-9, on confusion of terms Ein- and Ausschreier
see above, p. 5.
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preceding chapter, which is basically not a Fastmchtspiel, but

which the search for new Fastnoohtspiel material has drawn into

the genre. In the ensuing attempt to fit the play into the genre,

external features such as a reference to Fastnacht and the intro¬

duction of peasants the typical personages of Fastnachtspiel-

are added superficially, yet without hiding the play's origin out¬

side Fastnaobtspiel. It is therefore not surprising that the

characterisation of the peasants in this play does not match that

in the other pieces.

Keller Ko 120, "SIN FASNACHTSPIL VON SINS' ARZT TTND EINBM

KRANKEN", by its title clearly belongs to this group. But its

form and mood are far closer to the normal in Fastnachtspiel. In

extended detail the woes of a sick man with diarrhoea are portrayed

even before the doctor appears. Besides concern with excrement the

play also contains humorous misunderstandings, even in obscene

vein such as:

"DER ARZT:

So sag mir aber, wie magstu?

DER KRANK:

Herr, da men mir mein weib legt zu,

Do mocht ich pa8 in ersten jar,

Dan siaer nie. Das glaubt fur war." (-^3)

(!3) Keller, 1062,16-21
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This kinl of comment is far closer to the mood of the more primitive

Reihenspiel than anything in any of the other Arztspiele, Though

a Handlungsspiel, this play is also reminiscent of the Seihenspiel

in the unimportance of the r&le played in it by the action. When

he finally appears, the doctor's most positive suggestion is that

the patient is possessed by a devil and should go to confession

before seeking medical advice.

The patient in this play is not specifically designated as

a peasant, but he is very similar to many personages in other

Fastnachtspiele, some of whom are designated as peasants. The

name "PA.UR" is born in this play by a person whose only function

is to offer unkind, unhelpful comments in such speeches as his

first:

"Hat dioh der teufel tragen rein?

Ich dorst euch wol als ungliick fluechen,

Das ir erznei wolt hinnen suchen.

G-eheit aufi hin aller ritten namenj" (^-)
This abuse uses the typical vocabulary of peasants in the primitive

Reihenspiel. This peasant in Keller No 120 continues in the same

tone:

"Solt er ein furz thuen in einr nath,

Bs muest im ee der pauch zureiSen ...

(14) Keller. 1056,12-15
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. . . Ei, nun glaub sein das fallend ubelj

Als du ein pechhaub ha3t dar vor,

£ J dorfstu wol einer ganzen or.

Darumb so la3 uns ntir mit rue!" (^5)
It is evident that in this play the whole tone has been

brought closer to the mood of the original Fastnachtspiel than is

the case in the other Arztspiele discussed in this chapter, and

at the same time the characterisation of the peasant approximates

here closely to that in the Reihenspiel.

Study of these four examples reveals that a close correlation

exists in the Arztspiel between the degree to which each play has

succeeded in fitting itself into the Fastnachtspiel genre and the

nature of the characterisation of the peasant, TBhere—as in

Keller Ho 82—the play is clearly unhappy as a Fastnachtspiel, the

characterisation is not that usually given to the Fastnachtspiel

peasant and conversely, where—as in Keller No 120—the play fits

convincingly into the Fastnaohtspiel mould, the characterisation

of the peasant is similar to that in the Reihenspiel.

(15) Keller, 1057»10 & 11 and 16-19; lacuna at the beginning of
line IS.
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V Marriage Pieces

Shrovetide was a popular time for weddings in the late Middle

Ages because the Church frowned on their taking place during Lent.

Therefore there arose a strong association between Fastnacht and

weddings, whioh is mirrored in the number of Fastnachtspiele in

Keller concerned with marriage, either whether young people should

marry or why they have not married before Lent.

(i) Pieces concerned with whether people should marry (-0
Amongst the plays concerned with whether to marry or not are

several which show the Reihenspiel feature of the open ending,

leaving the decision to be taken another day or at the players'

next venue. Of these, Keller No 7. "EIN SPIL, BIN HOCHZEIT ZU

MACHEN.", consists of the conflicting advice given to a young man

whether or not he should marry a girl called G-eut. Her father

describes her in forthright terms:

"G-eut, gee herfur und la8 dich schauen,

Du vergest dich im wol zu einer frauen,

Und kundst nit ebner sein sein fuog;

Pud, ars und tutten hastu ie gnuog,

Ich hab dich ie mit fleiS erzogen."

Even her father cannot maintain her innocence in the face of the

(!) Keller Los 7, 12, 58, 65, 66, 70, 10* 115 & 130
(2) Keller. 67.17-21
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frequent attacks made on her reputation such as:

"Wer hat ir dan den pankhart gemacht?" (3)
and from another peasant:

"Sie 1st also ungeniet nit doher kumen.

Schau nir sle an der hintern stiern!

Ich sag dir, sie ist ein versuochte diern,

Im heu, im schneiden, im korn,

Das ich es selber het verschworn,

fern ir als vil nit, die es retten.M (4)

and from yet another peasant:

"Ich han gesehen in der ernten,

Erst heur des jars, und zwar fernten,

Das mein stadel vol schniter lag,

Der sie des nachts aller pflag,

Unci richt sie allein all weidlich aui3, . . ,w (5)
Prom the above it is evident that this play exists primarily

as a vehicle for obscene comments by a series of peasant characters.

There is the sketchy outline of the young man wondering whether to

marry 0-eut. He, G-eut and their fathers each speak several times,

but the rest of the speeches are attributed to a series of peasants

none of whom speaks more than twice. This piece is in conception

(3) Keller, 67,2k
(M Keller, 69.03-08
(5) Keller, 69,17-21
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very close to the pure Reihenspiel and correspondingly the main

role of the peasant characters is to provide obscene descriptions.

Keller ITo 12, entitled simply "A.LIUD", also ends without a

match being made. In this play Heinz Mist seeks a husband for his

daughter but finds no suitable candidate amongst the suitors who

present themselves. Their main interest is in the girl's dowry,

which they would like to put to varying uses. The sixth suitor

would like to use it to help him buy a mill, the fourth would like

to set himself up as a moneylender. Others would spend the money

on pleasure. The first peasant suitor reflects:

"Heinz Mist hat alter groschen vil,

Derselben ioh mich trosten wil,

',Yas ich a lie tag ge zu dem we in,

Und tag und nacht mag vol sein." ^
The second peasant would like to gamble with the dowry:

"WoIt mir der paur die groschen geben,

Der kont ich vast wol au3warten,

Es wer mit wurfel oder mit karten." (7)

The speeches of some of the other suitors reveal here too the inter¬

est in sex and excrement found commonly in peasant Reiherspiele.

The fifth suitor addresses the father:

(6) Keller. 109,17-20
(7) Keller. 109,27-110,01
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"Heinz Mist, do ker dioh nicht an!

Kit eren ich gut gewinnen kan,

Ich pin ein guter winkelwirt;

Wer mich mit gelt in der hent sohnirt,

Es sei von mannen oder weiben,

Die lo3 ioh do ir kurzweil treiben

Und kan die weisen an ein pett,

Do eins wol mit den andern redt.

Was sie sust nicht kunnen auBrichten,

Das nugen sie do wol verschlichten." (®)
The relevance of this speech to the theme of finding a husband for

Heinz Mist's daughter leut is very slight. The link is provided

by the thought that such a way of life is more honourable than that

of usury, for which the previous suitor had proposed to use the

dowry. The ninth suitor proposes:

"Heinz Mist, sie fugt mir .gar eben.

Wilt du der alten gros hen vil geben,

Ich getrau mich wol nit ir derneren,

Die weil ich hab gelt zu verzeren.

Das sei dir do auch von mir geredt,

Das ich ir nit wil au3 den pet,

Si thu damn der dreck herauS Ireiben." (9)

(8)
(9)
8) Keller, 110,29-111,03
9) Keller, 112,03-09
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This speech succeeds in uniting the two central themes of sex and

excrement in the minimum space.

The tenth suitor is so disturbed by the greed of his prede¬

cessors that he thinks better of his aim of marrying G-eut. This

thought, too, is expressed in typically drastic terms:

"Ein ieder wil sie do haben schlecht,

Und wem man tut rait gelt furpfeifen,

Der wil der seu in ars greifen,

Nach dem schwerb er bescheiBt die hent,

Als ich an mangera 'nab erkent."

The person desigmted "DER A.ILKT" might be expected to be

another suitort In fact, however, his speech begins to bring us

back to the reality of Fastnacht, for he suggests that none of G-eut's

suitors is suitable and that her marriage should be postponed.

The coram6n feature of all the peasant suitors in this Reihen-

spiel is greed. But in addition to the fairly serious motives of

several of them for trying to obtain G-eut's dowry, the piece still

contains enough references to sex and excrement to make it a

typical example of this kind of Fastnaohtspiel. Though interest in

these two topics is not explicitly the concern of all the peasants

in the play, they are presented in close proximity to them, so that

the association between peasants and interest in sexual promiscuity

(iO) Keller. 112,15-19
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and excrement is maintained in the minds of the audience.

These two plays just discu33ed, Keller Nos 7 and 12, use the

fact of Fastnacht being a popular season for weddings only as a

point of departure for a piece which is less concerned with

marriage than with obscene comments. Keller Nos 58 and 65 show

rather more interest in the actual discussion whether the young

people should marry and seem to strike a more serious tone. Of

these two plays Keller No 65, "DIE VASNACHT VON DER Mujs^EIRAT*,
is a strict Reihenspiel, in which each speaker has six, eight or

ten lines. At the end no decision has been reached and the dis¬

cussion is adjourned until another day. Keller No 38. "EIN VAS-

KACHTSPIL*, is a more complicated version of a similar piece, in

which at the end a marriage has been arranged between Jeckel Len-

tel and Adelheid.

Both these plays, however, find room for obscenity. In

Keller Kb 58 Jeckel himself comments in forthright terms on his

bride*p qualities:

"Die Adelheid ist furwar ein schone diern,

Die spirt auB der maSen guten zwirn.

Kein knecht hat nie uher sie clagt,

Tann sie hat nie keinem versagt,

Alles, das sie gepeten haben von ir,

Das sein sie gewert worden gar schir,

TJnd hat manchen oft versuoht.
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1st das nit ein schone zucht?" (■*••*-)
In Keller No 65 the suggestion is twice made that the young suitor

is impotent. This suggestion is first made by the girl's uncle:

"Fein mum Gerhaus geleicht im wol,

Wenn ich doch ains ie melden schol,

Wie das der Ha ins sei prechenhaft

Una hat auch darzu niendert kain kraft,

Da mit er die mait trosten solt,

Nem si in, sie wurd im nimer holt," (12)

This fear is repeated by Gerhaus herself a little later, although

she has been reassured meanwhile that Hainz is "tlmb und tbnb ain

man", (*3)

Thus even in these two plays where the main concern is clearly

with the question of marriage, in order that they may seem to be

Fastnachtspiele the peasants portrayed in them are connected in some

measure with obscene references to sexuality. It seems likely that

such plays as these were performed especially at Shrovetide wedding

feasts, .'/hen the thought of an actual marriage was present in the

minds of the audience.

Keller Kos 66 and 70 add to the other common themes of the

marriage pieces the nbtion of peasant gluttony, which was seen to be

(n) Keller, 516,Ok-11
(12) Keller, 568,20-25
(13) Keller, 568,28
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a prominent feature of certain of the court scenes in Chapter Il(ii),
Keller No 70. "DIE VASNA.CHT VOM WERBEW UMB DI JUKKERAU.", is one of

the pieces in which a series of suitors woo a lady until she finds

an acceptable lover among them. This play does not shun obscenity,

as in the speechj

". , .Und hai3 pruder Pibelitz,

Und ich wolt euch verneen eurn schlitz

Zwischen dem nabel und dem knie,

Wann mioh got verlieB nie.

Davon schUlt ir got eern

Und schiilt zu mir armen kern."

But the speech of the peasant suitor concentrates on gluttony:

"Juhkfrau, loh main, ir nempt mich wol ee,

Wann ich pins der mair von S-alle.

Ich gib euch hutzeln dtfrr und grUn,

Warm ir seit gemait und schiln.

Wollt ir mein neur nit spotten,

Ich gib euch darzu milch und schotten

Und air und kes, des mocht ir gelachen.

Das prot wil ich fiir euch pachen

Und wil euch gem zu der ee nemen,

Mocht ich euch neur gezeraen," (^-5)

(14) Keller. 616,15-20
(3.5) Keller. 614,11-20
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Here, in a piece in which the peasant is only one amongst several

suitors and where the piece is not concerned solely with peasants,

sexuality is the general feature and the specific trait of the

peasant is gluttony.

Keller No 66 has the misleading title "VASKACHTSPIL VOK KONCH

BERCHTOLT". Nevertheless it is concerned with the marriage of a

peasant couple. Again, obscenity plays a part in this piece, as

when the bride herself says:

"Vater, du hast oft und vil gesehen,

Wie mir von den knaben ist geschehen.

Die knie sein mir gehailt vor langer zeit,

Aber das loch ist mir noch viel zu weit,

Darein mioh die knechte haben gestochen,

Und haben rairs gar vast zuprochen.

Da3 wil ich alles gern varen lan

Und wil mioh den munch oredenzen lan." (^6)
The middle of the play is taken up with a recital of the wedding

presents of""oied by the young cou; le's friends and relations. This

achieves its humour by being ridiculous, not obscene, for the wed¬

ding presents are mostly old and broken objects. Without any trans¬

ition this recital is followed by speeches from groom and bride

emphasising their oapacity for food and drink:

(16) Keller. 572,26-31
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"DER PREUTIGAN:

Ich haiS Hanns Schlauch

Und darf alle tag in meinera paueh

Tier kelber und ain rint;

Daruinb so gee ich, als ich trig ain kint.

Wil sie nir des feeholfen sein?

Und zwen pachen von eim groBen schwein,

Res bedarf ich alles allein wol,

Aber wollen wir peide warden vol,

So ntiefl wir haben darzu

Zwen ochsen und ain ku

Und darzu swen spanfacken,

Die verdruck wir wol in unser packen.

Und wil sie mich daruber bestan,

So wil ich sie ;ern zu einem weib han.

Rl PRAUT:

Ja, Hans, du fttgst mir wol,

Ich mu8 auch sein trunken und vol,

Das weistu gleioh als wol als ich,

Und darumb so wil ich dich,

Wann wir fUgen paide wol su sanen

Und darf sich ains des andern nit schanen."

(17) heller, 576,21-577,08
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The thene of gluttony which these two plays use is also cen¬

tral to Feller ?To IQk, "DI KARG- BAXJIUHHOCHZMT*. A peasant is ac¬

cused of inviting guests to his wedding and then having nothing to

feed them on. Statement of the guests' appetites is similar to

that in Keller No 66. Here the lament is:

"Er scholt vier ochsen ban gesoten

Und darzu zehen seu geproten

Und zwai hundert hennen pereitt

Und unser ieden zehen fttr geleit,

Yon sulzen auch ain hundert schussel,

Das klecket kaum in unaer drussel.

Er hat la sieden und proten

So gar kerklich und pesclmoten,

Das ioh nit fillln moht neinn kragen."

Obscenity is however also present, in the suggestions for punishing

the groom for the inadequacy of the wedding feast:

"So sets ich das zu ein urtail,

Man schol im auS werfen sein gail

Und scholn mit dem zagel z\7icken in ein want

Und gebt in ain neSer in sein hant

Und macht mit stro ein four flmb in

Und laBt in selber laufen hin!" (^-9)

(18) Keller, 787,12-20
(19) Keller, 785,20-25
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Amongst these three plays, therefore, No 70 concentrates on gluttony,

whilst in Nos 66 and 104 gluttony and obscenity together form the

basis of the characterisation of the peasant.

The difficulty of asoribing the peasant Pastnaohtspiele to

specific groups between which there is no overlapping can be illus¬

trated -Tell by the example of certain of the wedding pieces, which

might also be treated as trial scenes. This applies to Keller No

1% just discussed and also to three plays concerned with seduction,

Keller Nos 110. 115 and 130. No 110, "KIN UUP3CH FASNACHTSPYL, VON

DEM ELSZLIN TRAG DEN KKAB3N, UND VDN ULY HECHENZAN, MIT IHEM

EELICHEN GERICHTSHANBEL, KURZiYLIG ZUO LESEN.M, has already been

discussed among the trial scenes in Chapter Il(i). Ko3 113 and 130

treat the same theme as one another. Keller No 113 bears the Latin

superscription "INCIPIT LUDUS S0LATI0SU3 EXERCFNDUS TEMPORE NUPTI-

ARUM VEL CARKIS BRSVT IN HABIT, UBI PLACUERIT.", No 130 a similar

sentence in German: "HYE HE3T SIGH AN EIN RECHT VON RUMPOLT UND

MARECHT, DY YN DY EE A?SPRACe.H No 130 is a simpler version, in

which the officials of the court play a less important rSle. Many

of the speeches are identical between the two plays, but there is

some re-ordering of the material, so that No 130 has toward the end

a scene between Rumpolt's father and Marecht's mother which does

not exist in No llg. Both plays end with general reconciliation

after Rumpolt in his fervent refutation of the witnesses has con¬

demned himself out of his own mouth. Both these pieces are long
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and complicated and exist as independent dramas.

The difference in the phrasing of their titles reveals their

differing attitudes to Fastnacht. Ho 130 makes no reference to

Fastnacht either in the title or within the play; the phrase "TEM¬

PORE . . , CARETS BREVI" in the title of Ho 115 is interpreted by

Catholy (20) ag meaning 'carnisprivii', 'of Fastmoht'. This play

not only preserves the orening with a judge coming to try cases

brought to him—as does No 130-—but also ends with the closing

dance which is a typical feature of Fastnachtspiel.

In both these pieces Rumpolt is described as a peasant. (22)
Though they are therefore indubitably peasant pieces, in both of

them much of the action is occupied by the technicalities of the

court and the arguments of the court officials. One suspeots that

these pieces were never performed as Fastnachtspiele, at least not

in the forms they have in Keller, for the usual audience before

which Fastnachtspiel was played would hardly appreciate the Latin

comments of the counsel and officers of the court. It must be sig¬

nificant that the title of Keller No 110 ends with the words "KURZ-

WYLICJ ZUO L E S E N " (my italics). Like that piece, these two,

Keller Nos Il'j and 130, are also more suitable for reading than

for performance.

(20) Catholy, p. 296
(21) Catholy, pp. 181-198; and see above p. 53.
(22) In No 115 he is described as "der paur":Keller, 999,05;
and in Ho 130 he is told "Sweyg, pawr*{Keller, Nachlese, 259,30.
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Despite the amount of legal argument both these plays have ample

room for the portrayal of mutoal vituperation and obscene oomrnent.

In No 115 Rumpolt attacks Mareth's mother in drastic words:

"Sweig, du altz schedenvel,

Oder ich slag dioh auf dy kell.

Deiner tachter nam ich nit wer.

Ir sindt wol x oder mer,

Dy sint pain dciner tachter gelegen

Und habent mit yr unkeusch pflegen;

So wildu mir den hudelsack

Aller er3t fassen auf meinen nack.rt '^3)
And in No 130 Rumpolt's father attacks Fareth's mother equally

violently:

"Sweyoh, du alts schedensel,

Oder ich gib dir aynS auf dy khel.

Mein sun der khendt deiner tochter nit,

Wan yeczund iB ein jar ym schnit,

Da kam sy in ein hawB gelauffen.

Ich gedacht, sy wolt ein hayden kauffen.

Vnd gieng hin ein vnd maohts nit lang,

Sy vielen zu hauffn auf der pankh. ...

. . . Noch oil ioh dir nur sagen,

(23) Keller. 992,05-12
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Du siuest nooh als ain alte ainen haben,

Der dir den rauohfankh thuet keren." (24)
Obscene description lies at the root of these two plays, for

though it occupies only a part of the text the plays are based on

a seduction and the central moment of the action arrives when Rum-

polt lets slip the admission of his guilt.

TTith their theme of a broken promise of marriage these two

plays most clearly amongst all the pieces discussed in this section

deserve to be regarded as wedding pieces, designed for presentation

on t-he eve or the day of a wedding as part of the festivities. Each

ends with a reconciliation and the prospect of a wedding and thus

is very appropriate to such circumstances. These two plays are

dramatic enough for presentation in this way without being embedded

in the general Fastnacht festivities as is the case with so many

other Fastnachtspiele. With a marriage about to be celebrated

thoughts of sexuality are entirely appropriate and the obscene ex¬

pression of these thoughts is put into the m uths of peasants.

All the plays discussed in this section owe their existence

to the fact of Fastnacht being a favourite season for weddings. In

most of these pieces sexuality is the main feature and always it is

associated with the peasant figure. Certain of the plays, however,

portray the peasant as essentially gluttonous rather than sexually

(24) Keller. Nachlese. 258,02-09 & 16-18
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obscene; these plays, Keller I?os 66 , 70 and 104« are close to the

court scenes already discussed in Chapter II (i), where the peasant's

main trait was likewise his appetite for food rather than for sexual

activity.

(ii) Pieces concerned with people who have not married

Compared with the number of plays about the prospect of get¬

ting married, those which review in retrospect why people have not

married are very few.

Only one play, Keller No 86, misleadingly entitled "VOM

HEIRA.TEN SPIL", is about men who have not married. This is a

Reihenspiel in which a series of young men explain the various

reasons why they have not married. One has lost his girl to a rich

old man, another feared he could not satisfy the sexual appetite of

an old woman who had already had three husbands, a third had been

spumed because an old woman alleged that he was impotent, a fourth

lost his girl to a rival who seduced her.

The ^111301^0810^, whose speech bears no name, comments on

the vices of those he is introducing and conoludes:

"So pin ich ain paur und i!3 gern schotten

Und kan der leut gar wol spotten;

So sein wir all aufgesammet knaben,

(25) Keller TTos 30, 76, 77 & 86.
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Die der weishait nit zu vil librigs haben.M ^2o)
This leaves little room for doubt but that the following foolish

lovers are peasants. Each of them in some way brings sex into the

explanation of his reasons for not marrying, as for example:

MDER ERST: . . .

, . . Nu ist sie junk, so ist er alt . . .

. . . Und ist des mohts im pett faul. ...

... DER ADDER: . . .

. . . Nun hat air. alt3 weib auf mich pfiffen ...

. . . Ioh hab nit we rung ob den knien. ...

... DER VIE®: . . .

. . . YJann ich dir nit kund pttBen dein hesohen.

Mein flegel sol nit in deiner scheurn treschen." (^7)
This play i3 a simple obscene Reihenspiel, in which the peasant

figure is the vehicle of obscene description, and which is similar

to the type discussed in Chapter I. This piece belongs here among

the marriage pieces because it takes as its point of departure the

fact that Eastnacht is the season for weddings.

The plays about women who have not married are basically dif¬

ferent, for they are among the few Fastnachtspiele which portray

Eastnaoht customs. The longest, which is also the only one which

(26) Keller. 700,17-20
(27) Keller. 700,26 & 29; 701,09 & 12j 701,29 & 30
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reveals their reasons for not having married, is Keller No 30«

"EIN VASmCHTSPIL! DIE E&EN". This piece portrays the custom of

harnessing to the plough the young women who have not married during

the past year. The play consists of their answers to the question

why they have remained single, the narration of their disappoint¬

ments and failures. Apart from the first girl, Gerhaus, who just

admits her extreme ugliness, all bring sex into the explanation of

their failures. Alheit's suitor lost interest when told she was un¬

faithful to him; Demut's was seduced by another girl; the fourth

girl's lever was too faint-hearted despite the encouragement she

gave him; and Magdalen's suitor deserted her when told that she was

pregnant.

These explanations are all given in the usual drastic terms

of the Reihenspiel. Even when some aspect of sex is not the reason

for the girls' failure, obscene description is brought into their

speeches, as when the last of them, Kun, replies:

"Ich bin gewest bei alien tenzen

Und tot mein prftst gar hoch aufsprenzen;

Die sein als hert, sie meohten knacken.

Darzu han ioh gwen groB arspaclcen

Und einen kocher, der ist rauoh;

StoBt man pfeil darein, so gen sie in pauch.

Noch hat man nie gescheuhet das,

Neur das mein muter nit elich was;
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Mein vater machet mich auf einer penk.

Sagt all, was sol solichs geprenk?" (28)
Demit's failure was more directly attributable to sex:

"Kin andre spenet mir in ab,

Die lie3 sich uberal benaschen

Und spilen in ir untem tasohen,

So spilt sie im dm seckel oben." (29)
These extracts arc typical of all the girls* speeches. That these

part3 were being played by men, who presumably added suitable sug¬

gestive gestures to illustrate their words, would only add to the

obscenity of the text.

It is thus evident that although built into the framework of

a Fastnaoht custom, this play is in essence a Eelhenspiel in which

the peasant is the vehicle for obscene description.

Keller also contains t?/o other pieces, Pes 76 and 77, con¬

cerned with girls who have not married before Lent, Keller No 76

is entitled "DER (JERDRATJT EIK3ALZEN, VASmCILP" and Keller Ho 77

"DI VASHACHT vor KAIOTUH EIKSALZER* • Each of these two pieces con¬

sists of only two speeches, one of twelve lines and the other of

ten lines. Within the twenty-two lines of text the material is

shuffled around, but fundamentally these plays are two versions of

the same one. Each is concerned with the fact that the house con-

(28)
(29)

Keller, 250,2^33
Keller, 2V9,11-34
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tains a girl who has not married during Eastracht and who therefore

must be pickled until after Easter so that she will be removed from

temptation. There is no enquiry into the girls' reasons for not

marrying; the whole thought-content of these brief pieces is the

shameful nature of the fact that the girls have not married and this

thought is expressed most drastically. In No 77 even more than in

No 76 the text consists almost entirely of reiterations of the fact

in the strongest terms. As an example of the number of ways in

which this same idea can be expressed the whole of Keller No 77

serves as a very useful example;

"Herr wirt, ioh pin darfimb kumen her,

Habt ir nicht maid, die am maigthum tragen schwer

Und zu der vasnacht sind uber pliben

TJnd 3ich mit dem oker nit haben laQen erschieben,

Davon in mocht schimeln unden di kerben?

Die wil ich nit also laflen verderben,

Sunder ich wils mit salzsprengen wol bewarrv,

Bis in der pruohnagel mag widerfam;

So laS ich denn das salzen wol unter wegen,

Ob sie die kerben anders laBen recht fegen.

DER ANDER:

Herr der wirt, ru hort meine wort'

Ir habt gar ain hiibsche dirn dort,

Die get an dem zersigen hunger;
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Das het ir wol gewent ain stolzer junger,

Der ir gewart het unden zu deia leib,

Das die mait wer worden zu weib.

Ir habt mit ir zu lang gepiten,

Sie wirt euoh wiinschen den riten,

Das sie sol beiten bis in den sumer.

Das pringt der untern groBen kumer,

Darifcib ich sie einsalzen mus,

Bis der dim wirt des naohthungers pus."

This is the Reihenspiel at its coarsest.

It must be noted that these two short pieces make no reference

to peasants. Nevertheless it seems legitimate to include them in

this survey of peasant pieces since their mode of expression and

form are precisely those of the most primitive Reihenspicle in which

—as has been seen already in Chapter I—the peasant is the charac¬

teristic figure and the purveyor of obscene comments.

It thus becomes apparent that all four peasant pieces in Keller

concerned with people who have not married during Fastnacht are

Reihenspiele in which the peasant is always associated closely with

obscene comment on either his own or other people's behaviour. This

is precisely in accordance with the conclusions of Chapter I, where

this was seen to be the typical characterisation of the peasant

figure in the Reihenspiel.

(30) Keller. 6^.1,03-25
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VI Townsman, Peasant and Fastnacht

Thus far this study has sought to determire tho nature of the

characterisation of the peasant in fifteenth-century German Fast-

nachtspiele. In most of the lays in Keller in which he a pears

the peasant represents the expression of man's primitive urges which

are normally suppressed in deferer.oe to the rules of conduct of

civilised society. He lives according to his instincts and lacks

any moral 3ense. This kind of life is contrary to that required of

people who live in urban society, and in these earliest extant

German Pastnachtspiele from the fifteenth century it is portrayed

as being the depth of folly and quite ridiculous.

Taking this idea as a starting point, the hypothesis has been

advanced by some authors that this portrayal of the peasant

represents the townsman's revenge on the peasant whom he hates.

This might make sense if the peasant were p rtrayed as a cunning

rogue who deceives those with whom he has dealings} but Fastnacht-

spiele in which the ieasant is a cunning rogue constitute only a

small minority of the plays in Keller and it has boon shown al¬

ready that these are the pieces v,'hich have come into being as a

result of influences originating outside Fastnachtspiel. The usual

(1) E.g. Karl Holl's Geschiohte des deutschen Lustspiels (Leipzig,
1923) in the section on Fastnachtspiel contains on p. 56 the state¬
ment: 'Somit sind die Fastnachtspiele ihrer Kehrsahl nach eine
bewuflte burgerliohe Bauernsatire.'
(2) see above p. 60.
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characterisation of the peasant in these Fastnacbtspiele cannot be

explained adequately in this way as an expression of the townsman's

hatred of peasants. An examination of the texts suggests an alter¬

native explanation.

It has been established above that in the Fastnachtspiel of

the fifteenth century the peasant is the fool. This is confirmed

from the texts of some of the simplest Heihenspiele, where the

designation of the speakers alternates between "KARR", "RJOLER"

and "PAUR".(5) The closing speeches of several Fastnachtspiele

contain an expression of the idea that Fastnacl t is the time for

being a fool. The most succinct statement of this is in the final

speech of Keller No 17. which includes the lines:

"Die vasnacht das xvol machen kan,

Das nerrisch tut vil manig man,

Der sich des schamt ein ander zeit." (4)

Likewise in the closing speech of Keller Ko 4 occur the lines:

"Hab wir unzucht bei euch getan,

Das suit ir uns haben vergut,

Wann man itso gern nerrisch tut

Zu vasnacht mit mangerlei schimpf." (5)
This idea also appears in opening speeches such as that of Keller

(3) E.g. Keller No 13.
(4) Keller. 153,13-15
(5) Keller, 52,21-24
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No 13; here without use of the actual word •vasnacht1:

"TJnd ob wir tun als narren heut,

So nerabt unsern schimpf vergut,

Seit man ider zeit ir reoht tut." (6)

It also ooours within the course of the piece as in Keller Mo 9:

"Die vasnacht maohet vil lappen

Das sich mancher macht zu eim ackertrappen.

Nu merkt ir wol, wer nerrisoh tut,

Das helt man im heut als vergut." (7)
The impression left by these and similar passages is that there is

no disgrace at all attached to being a fool during Pastnacht, for

this is the time for people to behave as they would never dare do

at other times.

That this licentious Shrovetide behaviour is like the behaviour

generally attributed to peasants is evident from study of Keller

No 51. "BIN SPIL VON DER VASITACT!T", or more explicitly in the

manuscript: "Von der vasnacht wie si regiert vnder alien stenden". (8)

In this play representatives of the various classes complain about

the trouble Pastnaoht causes them. The "AN'ALT DER PURSER"' s lament

is essentially that Pastnacht makes townsmen behave like peasants:

"Etlich ir vernunft so gar an werden

(6) Ke"-er, 114,13-15
(?) Keller, 91,19-22
(8) see Keller, p. 1346 and Catholy, p. 261 note 1.



Kit hauen,sohaufeln rand gabeln,

Do mit sie in deia mist umb krabeln,

Kit groBen stifeln, peurisohen kappen,

Als trappen, appentappen und lappen,

Und sohmitzen mit iren geiseln riemen,

Das mancher umb ein aug mocht kemen.

Und 770 sie in die heuser triefen,

Do hebt sich ein solich winkelschliefen,

Einer sucht die mait, der ander die frauen,

Sagen in von reiben und von krauen.

Do wirt einer in die oren gepfiffen,

Die ander wie ein kalp begriffen,

Der dritten schut man ab die ageln,

Das ir die pein gen berg auf jageln,

Als ob sie wolt ein paume sturzen; . . ."

This is precisely the kind of behaviour attributed elsewhere in the

Fastnachtspiele to peasants. Indeed in her reply to this complaint

"DIE VASEACUT" states quite specifically:

"Und wie wol nan euch anders nennt,

Wert ir doch die zeit pauren erkent,

So ir mein fest zu feiern maint."

(9) Keller. 381,20-39; my italics.
(10) Keller, 382,13-15
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Also when later in the sane play it is the peasants' turn to con-

plain, "DIE VASIACHT" replies that they behave the same all the year

round and do not need Fastnacht as an excuse for riotous behaviour.

She concludes:

"Solch vasnacht habt ir uber jar,

Das ir mein nit vast achtent zwar,

Das ich inioh eur nit vast an nim."

This e^plioit statement in Keller No 31 that at astnacht people of

other o"1 asses dress up " as peasants in order to behave like then

occurs also in Keller lib 45. "GAR AIN HUPSCUES VASNACHTSPILL VON

SIBEEZECHEN PAUKEN, 7.T3 SI® IECLICHER LOBT", '12) where the speech

of "DER SSCHZSHENT PAUR" expresses the same idea;

"Ir herren, ioh hab auch guote lieb und wan

Und wer vorlangst gern gewesen ein paursman

Und ioh doch xx jar ein student pin gewesen

Und han vil guoter piloher uberlesen.

Ku diinkt mich wol in raeinem sinn,

Es helf mich nit zuo lieb und minn,

Tann ich mich eins abents besan

Und legt mich in paurn cleider an

Und sprach zuo einer hubsohen neur ein wort,

(11) Keller, 386,37-387,02
(12) See also abov^ pp. 16-17, on this play.
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Do gieng sie mit mir auf ein ort,

Do lert ich sie den neuen plapphart, «

Do gab sie mir ze Ion. disen tapphart

Und thet allweg was mein will was.

Sider ich nimmer mer kein puoch gelas." ^5)
This hypothesis, based on specifio passages in only two Fast-

naohtspiele, gains in plausibility when the rest of the peas-ant

pieces in Keller are considered. For during their principal

season of merrymaking people are far more likely to concern them¬

selves with a figure they secretly admire and envy than with one

they hate. This accounts for the large number of these pieces which

contain peasant figures—some two-fifths of the total.

It is extremely difficult to assess the extent to which the

peasant in these Fastnachtspiele is a true representation of the

German peasantry of the fifteenth century. The state of the German

peasantry at this time is a matter on which historians at the moment

disagree, since they are unable to be certain whether this was a

period of agricultural prosperity or decline. A survey of the

varying opinions which have been expressed is to be found in Wllhelm

Abel's Die Wfistungen des ausgehenden Mittelalters.'where an

explanation of the divergent nature of the various views is also

given on page 157:

(13) Keller, 349,21-34
(14) Stuttgart, 1955, pp. 157-158.
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"Die wirtschaftliohe Lage der Bauern im ausgehenden Mittel-

alter ist fur die politische Bauerngeschichtssehreibung von

Belang, und diese war und ist nicht allein an historisehen,

sondern auch an gesohichtsfremden Zielsetzungen ausgeriohtet.

Da zudem nocb die beiden hier behandelten Tatsachenkoraplexe,

die "Ustungen und die Preis- und Lohribewe jungen der Zeit, kaum

ausgewertet wurden, kann es nicht weiter verwurdem, da<3 die

Urteile uber die wirtschaftliche Lage der Bauem im aus¬

gehenden Kittelalter auch bei den ernster zu nehmenden Ilis-

torikern und Agrarpolitikern recht vage waren oder doch, falls

sie schSrfer formuliert warden, weit voneimnder abwichen."

A.fter listing some of the divergent views Abel goes on to

point out the differences not only between the positions of the

peasantry in different areas of Germany but also as between 'GroB-

bauem', •Mittelbauern* and •Kleinbauem', of whom the two latter

were most common in most parts of Germany. Of the 'Mittelbauer'

Abel concludes: "Seine Rechnung balancierte ,auf der Spitze*." Of

the 'Kleinbauer' he says: "ihre Arbeitskraft, die vom eigenen

Betrieb nicht ausgenutzt wurde, war begehrt." The concluding sen¬

tences of this section read: "War der Boden in der Kolonisationszeit

knapp geworden, so gab es ihn jetzt reichlichj knapp war der Mensoh.

Davon profitierte auch der Bauer—freilich in hochst unterschied-

lichen Graden und Formen." (^5)

(15) These three quotations all from p. 159.
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The enquiry into the economic state of the peasantry in

fifteenth-century Germany is, therefore, inconclusive. It is,

however, important for only one of the two main aspects of the char¬

acterisation of the peasant in fifteenth-century fastnaohtspielI his

capacity for food and drink. Such gluttony would only be possible

if the economic position of the peasantry was indeed good. On the

other hand, the sexual promiscuity of the peasants is not dependent

on economic prosperity. Rather might the reverse be true, that

sexual enjoyment was the only ono available to poor peasants without

the means to pay for other pleasures.

It is evident, however, from the sections of Keller No 51

cited earlier in this Chapter (^7) that the portrayal of the peasants

in fifteenth-century fastnachtspiel represents the way they appeared

to the townsmen of the time. Despite the uncertainty about the

proximity of this image to reality, its nature and its universal

acceptance in the genre are established beyond doubt.

In discussing the peasant figure in Medieval literature it is

usual to distinguish two traditions. The one is the idealised

'Augustinian' picture which portrays the peasant as the represent-

tative of the common man and which is based on the notion of Adam,

(16) A literary parallel to this state of affairs exists in I!mile
Zola's Germinal, where the destitute mineworkers are sexually pro¬
miscuous for want of any other pastime.
(17) see above pp. 95-97.
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the father of all mankind, being a peasant. This view finds ex¬

pression in such works as Langland's Piers Plowman in English, and

in German in some of the ploughman's speeches in the later part of

Per A.ckermann aus 3ohr.cn. This attitude is not present in the

opening Chapters, where the ploughman is more concerned with his

wife's death, but oc ;urs for example in Chapter XIII when he says:

rtT?ie ist dem, herre Tot, aller leute eenbrecher? A.n euoh kan

niernant icht gutcs verd'.enen noch finden; nach vntat wellet ir

niemant genug tun; niemant wellet ir ergetsen." (1®) Here the

ploughman is speaking on behalf of al' mankind. Later he speaks

more specifically as the representative of the common man when he

describes a battle he saw between two armies and comments: "In dem

her totet ir etelich, etelich lieSet ir steen. Her knechte -lanne

herren sach ich tot ligen. ... Ist das rechte gemeet? Ist das

rechte gericht?" (19)

The other view of peasantry found in Medieval literature

derives ultimately from the Book of Genesis, 3,17-19, where labour

on the land is regarded as a curse. On the basis of this statement

the peasant who works on the land is regarded as the direct descen¬

dant of the fallen A.dam and, therefore, contemptible, scarcely bet¬

ter than an animal. Consequently in the great majority of works

(18) In Walshe's edition (see above p. 25 beginning of note 15)
p. lif lines 20-23.
(19) Part of Chapter XVII; in walshe's edition p. 20 lines 33-37.
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in Medieval German literature in which the peasant appears he is

presented as the representative of uncivilised unrestrained man,

unreasoning and unreasonable. This view lies behind the portrayal

of the peasant in the 'Schwanke' Meier 'etz and Met?.en hoohzlt, in

Heinrich 'Vittenwller's Ring and in Death's speeches in Dor Aoker-

rnann aus Bohmen. In the latter work, for example, this is Death's

underlying attitude to the ploughman, as becomes apparent from such

passages as the beginning of Chapter XII: "Kundestu rechte messen,

wegen, zelen oder tichten, aus odem kopfe lieJ3tu nicht soliche

rede. . . . Was taug solich eselerei?"

It is noteworthy that the two different attitudes are

associated with different words to denote the peasant. The nega¬

tive view is associated with KHGr bflr (EKHG- paur and bawer) and its

compounds and derivatives, which occur frequently in Fastnachtspiel

and elsewhere. The positive, 'Augustirian' view is associated with

those words containing the syllable -man, such as aokerman and

bauman. An interesting use of the form pauman has already been

discussed on pages 32-33 of this dissertation in connection with

Keller ho 54-. "VOM fAKA'TESCHEL". The form aokermann occurs not

only in the title of Per Ackermann aus Bohmen but also in

the opening words of Chapter III: "Ich bins genant ein ackermann".(^1)

(20) p. 12 in v&lshe's edition.
(21) p. 3 in Ralshe's edition.
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This word i3 also used predominantly by Luther in his translation

of the Bible to render Latin agricola, though his usage is not

entirely consistent.(^2)
The general attutide to peasants found in the fifteenth-

century Pastnachtspiel is closer to the negative than the positive

view. However, in Keller No 51 in VASNACHT' s reply to the AHWA.LT

DER FURGER's lament that at Pastnacht the townsmen behave like

peasants, she reminds him that all men are descendants of Adam who

was a peasant:

"Du ^7aist dooh, Adam was ein paur

Und spraoh zu uns alien: Kinder mein!" (^3)
This reminder of the common ancestry of peasants and townsmen seems

to be unique in Pastnachtspiel for it suggests a positive attitude

to the peasants.

This exception notwithstanding, the attitude to peasants

generally found in fifteenth-century Fastnachtspiel is closer to

the negative view - though it cannot be assigned directly to a

(22) Grimm, Deutsohes Wortcrbuch, Vol. I, col. 1176 s.v. BAUER:
"In LUTHERS bibelubersetzung begegnet bauer nur wenigemal. ...
gewohnlich gehraucht er aokeraann wenn vom landmann die rede ist,
und auch heute verbinden wir mit diesen beiden wortern einen
edleren begrif als mit bauer,we1chem daneben noch die vorstellung
des gemeinen, groben und unedlen anhaftet. . ,w Two of the three
examples of bauer quoted do not translate agrieola in the Vulgate
but fortes. The only example given of bauer used by Luther to
render agricola is Jeremiah 51»23» where it seems at least possible
to regard the usage as contemptuous.
(23) Keller. 382,22-23
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*negative* tradition, since it contains an ambivalent attitude which

finds perhaps its closest parallel in the attitude to peasants found

in Wittenwiler's Ring. There the author, whilst castigating the

folly of the peasantry as a way of criticising the folly of the

whole of mankind, nevertheless through the vigour and the very ex¬

tent of his portrayal of the peasants* behaviour reveals a certain

sympathy with them. In fifteenth-century Fastnachtspiel, similarly,

on the one hand the peasant is the representative of everything

primitive and the butt of the humour; on the other hand, however, -

as has been shown in this dissertation - at Fastnacht and in Fast-

nachtspiel the townsmen identify themselves with the peasant who is

being portrayed, using the peasant disguise to allow themselves to

behave uninhibitedly. Though clearly allied to the negative trad¬

ition, this characterisation is too complex to admit of a simple

assignation to the 'negative! vie'.? of the peasant.
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VII The Peasant in the Fastnaohtspiele of Hans Sachs

Moving on into the sixteenth century we find that the charac¬

terisation of the peasant figure in the Fastnachtspiele of Hans

Sachs derives in great measure from that in the fifteenth-century

plays with which this study has been concerned. The commonest

traits of the peasants in Sachs' Fastnachtspiele are the frequency

of their adulterous relationships, their eagerness to quarrel and

their stupidity; peasant women especially are represented by Sachs

as being quarrelsome and also eager to tyrannise their easy-going

husbands.

Of the peasant plays hy Sachs concerning adultery, half in¬

volve the village priest. In "Der farefad schuler mit dem teuffel-

panren" (IX,72-84) in order to avoid the revelation of his adultery

with the peasant's wife the priest i3 compelled to play the role of

the devil horn the "farend schiiler" conjures up for the peasant.

In "Der bawer mit dem plerr" (XVII,42-51) the peasant is persuaded

that he was seeing double and didnot in fact see the priest in bed

with his wife. In these two plays the adulterous peasant wife

seems to be used only as an adjunct to the portrayal of the licen¬

tious priest who is the central character. In "Der pfarrherr mit

sein ehtrecher-bavrren" (XVTI, 15'5-1$9) the priest is accused of

having four illegitimate children and of seeking to alienate

(1) XVII,166,27
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the peasants' mves from them, hut there is no portrayal here of

the priest's immorality. This play is concerned rather with the

peasants' immorality, about which there is no doubt because in

their discussions with one another they admit their guilt. Though

these plays like many of those in Keller are concerned with sexual

incontinence, the emphasis here is very different. Whilst the

fifteenth-century pieces often contained a lengthy detailed ex¬

position of the love-making, in Sachs' plays the faot of adultery

having taken place already is the starting point for the action.

A good example of this is the opening of "Der bawer mit dem plerr"

"Der bawer geht ein mit seiner holtzhacken und spricht:

Ach sol ich nicht von unglUck sagen?

Ich stund heut auff, eh es thet tagen,

Wolt nauS in wald und wolt holtz hawen,

Als ioh umbkehrt, wolt meiner frawen

Befelhen und sie bitten schlecht,

DaB sie mir bald die suppen brecht, ...

Ms ichn kopff nein zum fenster sto8,

Sih ich, dafl mein fraw nackent bloB

Port bei dem pfaffen lag im betth."

He goes on to plan his revenge on both the priest and his wife and

then leaves the stage; after this the wife enters followed by a

(2) XVII,42,03-12
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neighbour and the action begins as they plot to outwit the husband.

The same is true of the plays where no priest appears. In

"Das heifl eysen" (IX,85-95) the wife demands that her husband prove

his fidelity by trial by ordeal. By trickery he passes the test,

"/hen the wife is then re \uired to submit to the same test she is

forced to admit all her past infidelities,^) and is burnt by the

hot iron. "Der alt buler mit der zauberey" (IX,120-135) is the

story of an old man who falls in love with a younger woman and

makes a fool of himself by imagining that she love3 him. Though

this play is based on the idea of adultery, it is concerned mainly

with the ridiculing of the old lover and the exposing to his wife

of his adultery.

It is noteworthy that in both these latter plays the parti¬

cipants are designated as peasants only in the list of dramatis

personae at the end. This recalls the pieoes in Keller in which

the personages bear only numbers and must be deduced to be peasants

from their dress, words and behaviour. It also suggests that the

peasant in Sachs' i&stnachtspiele is not to be treated a3 a real¬

istic portrayal of the peasants in Germany in the sixteenth cen¬

tury, but as a figure who represents human folly in general as well

as the failings of a specific social class.

(3) Though he does not appear on stage, the "caplan" is the first
lover to whom the wife admits(lX,91,20-21). This play might, there¬
fore, be grouped with those in which a priest is involved.
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"Die rockcnstuben" (XIV,26-34) i3 designed as a warning that

telling the truth does not gain friends. The wife has her fortune

told by the gypsy and is furious when he reveals her infidelities.

She is further enraged when on reading her husband's hand the

gypsy lists all his vices, ending!

"Du geren bulst vor alien dingen,

Dir wirt man baldt ein banckart bringen." ^
The trutli of these allegations is confirmed by the "pawreriknecht".

Then the gyp3y tells the peasant'girl's fortune, ending:

"Und hast auch vert ein panckart tragen,

Und was sol ich dir lang warsagen?

Der bauch der wechst dir wider her." (5)

However, it is clear that Saohs is not intending in this play

merely to pillar the immorality of the peasants, for the final

speech, spoken by the gypsy, includes the lines:

"Ich merck wol, wer ietst war wil sagen,

Auch nit allein herauB bein pawren,

Sonder in stetten und in mauren,

Den wirt iederman darumb feindt;

Das hab ich wol erfaren heindt.

Wer aher ietzundt schmeicheln kan,

(4) XIV,30,26-27
(5) XIV,32,28-30
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Der ist gantz wert bey iedeman.w ^
These line3 make it plain that Sachs does not want to attack the

peasants from the point of view of the hostile bourgeois but rather

uses them as an example of hitman folly.

The case of the peasant girl in "Die rockenstuben" was of

sexual incontinence, not of adultery. Such incontinence is similar

to that described in the primitive Reihenspiele of the fifteenth

century. Here, however, the fact is reported, usually without a

detailed description. Similar behaviour is attributed to peasants

by the "handtwerkSmann" in "Die sechs klagenden" (IX,3-H) when he

says:

"Im winter geht ir int rockenstuben.

Da schertzen meyd und die roflpuben.

Zu nacht die pawren-knecht erst fenstem." (?)
Judging from its position within this particular 7astrachtspiel,

this speech seems to represent the peasants' life as observed from

the lower classes of town society. It is furthermore a generalised

observation rather than an individual accusation.

In this Fastnachtspiel as in the others discussed so far in

this chapter, sexual misbehaviour is mentioned rather than described

in detail. Even in these pl&ys where adultery is the mainspring of

(6) XIV,34,06-12
(7) IX,6,16-18
(8) On the comments of the "bawer" in this play see below p. 122.
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the action, few laughs are obtained from obsoene statements, the

majority from the ridiculous situations which arise as a result of

the adulterous behaviour. This is very different from the situation

in the fifteenth-century plays, in which the ohscene descriptions,

allusions and metaphors are of prime importance.

The fifteenth-century plays often portray the peasants as

quarrelsome, and this trait passes on into Sachs' Fastnachtspiele.

It is evident in the heated argument between the priest and Heintz

Muntschaweok in "Der pfarrherr mit sein ehbrecher-pawren" discussed

above. It is the theme of "Per nasen-tantz"(XIV,60-71), where the

peasants cannot agree who is the winner of a competition to decide

who has the biggest nose, "/hen the "schulthes" announces his de¬

cision three of the competitors refuse to accept it and a fight

ensues. This play is similar to those in Chapter Il(iii) above,

where the action centres on the motivation of a fight which takes

place on stage.

The same i3 true of the play "Der gesellen faSnacht" (IX,47-

59), in which one peasant couple is accused of stealing and eating

a cock belonging to their neighbours. The argument is soon broad¬

ened from the starting point of the theft of the cook, which is ad¬

mitted before the play ends. This play consists entirely of mutual

vituperation, especially between the two wives. The husbands are

less hostile; when at the end the two wives are fighting, the hus¬

bands decide to be good neighbours and go off to drink together.
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Indeed, in all these three plays where the peasants quarrel

there is some measure of reconciliation at the end. In "Der pfarr-

herr mlt sein ehhrecher-pawren", despite all the accusations that

have gone before, the priest agrees at the end to go and share a

drink of wine with the peasants. At the end of "Der nasen-tantz",

when the peasants refuse to accept the decision, the "schulthes"

announces the withdrawal of the prizes and the postponement of

their award until the following Sunday, although previously he had

insisted that the award should stand until a new competition on the

Sunday. This is at least a compromise. And as already suggested,

in "Der gesellen faSnacht" there is a reconciliation between the

husbands but not between their wives. This conciliatory note

struck at the end of these three plays belongs rather to Sachs'

own personality than to his characterisation of the peasant. Having

used the example of the quarrelling peasants to make his point,

Sachs* final aim is to close on a happy note free from all discord.

This is evident from the way in which the wish for peace is coupled

in each play with his naming himself in the last line.(9)
It is impossible to put Sachs' Fastmchtspiele into clearly

separate groups according to the characterisation of the peasants,

for various combinations of traits are presented in different plays.

(9) In "Der gesellen faSnacht":IX,59,06-07; in "Der nasen-tantz":
XIV,71,20-21; and in "Der pfarrherr mit sein ehbreoher-pawren":XVTI,
169,19-20.
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An example of this is provided by "Der gesellen faBnacht" dis¬

cussed above in the group of plays involving a quarrel, for this

play belongs equally amongst those in which the characterisation

of the peasants presents the women dominating the men. In this

play it is the wife, Martsch, who insists on accusing the neigh¬

bours of stealing the cook. Her husband, Heintz Totsch, refuses

to take the matter so far.

This same theme lies behind the play about "... ein kelner

und zwen bawren, die holen den bachen im teutschen hoff" (V,31-

46) . "\7hen the two peasants come along to claim the side of bacon

they are not allowed to have it because neither of them is master

in his own house.

"Der pawren knecht wil zwo frawen haben" (IX,60-71) is also

based on this idea. Before his marriage the young peasant would

like two wives so that married life will be doubly pleasant. He

is persuaded to make do with one wife for a year's trial period.

At the end of the year, not only does he not want another wife,

he would gladly be rid of the first. He laments:

"Die wort so hart nicht krencken mich.

Sie thut mich offt int kammer sperrn

Und thut mich als ein laubfrosch kerm.

Dasselb mir erst hart setzet zu."

(10) IX,69,33-70,03
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In the two last plays discussed the wife is also 'eine

b 3 s e Frau'. This theme is varied in "Das kelberbruten" (XIV,

170-183), where the wife runs the farm efficiently despite her

husband, whom she describes in the opening lines:

"Ach, was sol ich arme nur than.'

Ich hab ein liderlichen man,

Vertrossen, hinlessig in aln dingen,

Ich kan in au8 dem beth nit bringen,

So treg ist er und gantz mistfaul,

Unnd schnarcht die gantz nacht wie ein gaul;" (11)
These harsh comments on her husband's laziness and stupidity are

bom out by the action of the play, whilst her own industry which

she goes on to mention in this same speech is nowhere contra-

dicted. Here the wife is the driving force in the household, but

in this case the domination by the wife is both advantageous and

necessary.

The presentation of the husband in this play as extremely

foolish provides an example of the commonest characterisation of

the peasant in Sachs' hastnaohtspiele. Besides showing the wife

as the driving force, "Das kelberbruten" is ooncemed primarily

to show the stupidity of the husband. Whilst his wife is at mar¬

ket he makes a complete mess of the housework and finally tries

(11) XIV,170,af-09
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to hatch oalves from cheeses to replace the calf he has let drown

in the well.

In "Der pawr inn dem fegfewer" (XIV, 233-250), however, the

peasants are all equally foolish. The wife believes that the abbot

can send her husband to purgatory to cure him of his jealousy and

then bring him back to life again. When the abbot and the monk,

Herr Ulrich, carry out their plot against the peasant the latter

really believes that he is indeed in purgatory. Likewise the two

other peasants, Eberlein G-rolzenbrei and Nickel Rubendunst, who

saw him apparently fall down dead, believe in his return to life.

This play provides laughs at the expense of the foolish peasants

outwitted by the abbot, thereby criticising not only the foolish

peasants but also the mercenary abbot who profits from the

peasants' stupidity.(^)
Similarly in "Der bawer mit dem pieor" (XVII,42-51), already

mentioned in this chapter amongst the plays concerned with adult¬

ery, criticism of the clergy is combined with laughter at the

stupid peasant who allows himself to be convinced that when he saw

the priest in bed with his wife he was in fact seeing his wife

double.

A number of Sachs* Fastmchtspiele, however, concentrate on

the presentation of peasant stupidity without making any social

(12) See the agreement between the wife and the abbot, pp. 236-7.
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oritioism. Absolutely ridiculous peasants are presented in "Per

roSdieb zu FTlnsing rait den thollen diebischen bawren" (XVII,97-

111), In order that their fields of corn near the gallows shall
not be spoiled by spectators, the three village elders decide to

postpone the hanging of a hoxse-thief until after the harvest.

Meanwhile they release him on parole for four weeks to avoid

having to feed him so long at the village's expense. On the

appointed day the thief does not reappear to be hanged. One of

the village elders has meanwhile seen him at market in Munich and

bought from him what proves to be his own coat. He is accused of

collusion with the horse-thief and this provokes a fight among

the elders, during which the thief appears unobserved, removes

the cap whioh he had left as a pledge and goes off, having ful¬

filled his promise to return that day, "es sey tag oder naoht"

(XVIIt103,02). This Faatmchtspiel throughout its whole length

constitutes an invitation to laugh at the stupid peasants.

Thereas in "Der roB&iab zu xTlnsing ..." the peasant folly

is illustrated in a complex action, "Per bawer mit den saffran"

(XXI,35-48) presents examples of the peasants' folly incidentally

to the story of the peasant fetohing saffron for his wife. Laughter

is provoked when the peasant is revived by having horse manure held

in front of his nose after the Kramer's herbs have made him faint,

hut much of the humour i3 connected with "Heintz Hederlein, der

bawernkneoht". He declares how mid he is, yet as soon as he hears
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that his intended victim is a renowned fighter he resolves to

ignore the insult done to him. Later in the play he again appears

ridiculous when he understands the terms "schlag" and "stich" (XXI,

41,32 and 43,16) in their military and not in their medical senses;

and yet again when he buys ginger to keep his feet warm in winter

by putting it into his boots.

Verbal humour at the expense of the "bawer" who is mentioned

in the title also occurs, when he forgets the name for the spice

he is to fetoh and calls it "stolprian" instead of "saffran". It

is noteworthy that Sachs here produces verbal humour which is very

effective without resorting to obscenity such as is the basis for

verbal humour in the fifteenth-Century Fastnachtspiele.

On the other hand, the reminder that Sachs did not shun

obscenity in his Fastnaohtspiele is provided by "Der schwanger

bawer mit dem fill" (XXI, 62-75), which is amongst the funniest and

the most obscene. The "bawrenknecht" Ileintz is sent by his sick

peasant master to a Jewish quack doctor, whose only remedy for all

ailments is a purgative. Having spilt on the way the sample of

urine the peasant gave him, He Inta replaces it from the mare he is

riding. The quack doctor diagnoses that the peasant is pregnant

with a foal and sends a purgative to get rid of it. The peasant

drinks the purgative and goes outside. As it takes effeot it dis¬

turbs a sleeping hare, which leaps up and runs off. The peasant

is convinced that this was his foal and takes to 'childbed' for
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six weeks to recover.

The soene between Heintz and the doctor, where Heintz fails

to understand any euphemism for excrement, is very funny indeed.

This long conversation at cross purposes, which extends in Sachs

over three pages (pp. 67-69)> can well be illustrated by quotation

of the first half of page 68:

"£~JEUL spricht \j[
. . . Sag, ist dein bawr nit hert

In seinem leib und gar verspert?

Knecht sprichti

he in, herr, da sorget gar nit fiiri

Ss steht in offen thor und thur,

Er ist unvcrsperrt aide stund.

Jiid spricht:

Ioh frag de3 nit. Thu mir das 'rund,

Ob dein bawer mag haben wind,

ITnd wie er sich im leib entpfind?

Enecht sprioht:

0, windes grug mein bawer hat,

Weil unser hau3 zerhadert staht;

Wir haben offt nur winds zu vil.n

The description Heintz gives to the peasant's wife of the effect

(13) XXI,68,01-14
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of the purgative is also very vivid besides being drastic in its

terminology:

"Da haucht er nider vor der heeken.

Darinnen thet nach leng sich strecken

On gefehr ein sohlaffender has,

Der den burden entrunnen was.

Als nun mit einem lauten scheiB

Zu seiner hindern thur ausreiQ

Dem bawern loffel und purkatsen

Mit prasteln und sehr lautem schmtsen,

Fuhr der has auff und loff gen wald.

Als den ersah der bawer alt,

Keint er, es luff sein fSl darvon

Und schrey: Kein kind, thu stiller stahn,

Und trink vor von der mutter dein!" (^)

Though this play is as obsoene as many of the fifteenth-century

plays already discussed, the obscenity is presented quite differ¬

ently, in a manner less alien to the twentieth-century reader.

For whereas the fifteenth-century pieces found obscenity - whether

concerned with sex or with excrement - funny in itself, here Sachs

i3 making his audience laugh at humorous situations concerning ex¬

crement, where though obscenity is involved the audience is not

(14) XXI,74,02-14
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being asked to laugh at the obscenity itself. It is difficult here

to designate specific peasant characters in the play as obscene;

rather is the obscenity presented in connection with the peasants,

whilst their characteristic trait remains their stupidity.

The play "Eulenspiegel mit dem blawen hofltuch und dem bawero"

(XXI,49-61) involves the peasant only as the victim of Eulen¬

spiegel's prank. This piece is a dramatisation of episode LXVIII

of the "Volksbuch", entitled "Die .LXVIII histori sagt wie Ulen-

spiegel einen buren umb ein grun leindisch thfich betrog vor Oltzen

und in uberredt das es bla wer." ^5) Already in the "Volksbuch"

version the peasant is the passive victim and he is characteii3ed

as little there as in Sachs* dramatisation. In both he is presen¬

ted as the suitable naive butt for Eulenspiegel's trickery. Simi¬

larly in "Der verspilt reuter" (XXI,76-90) the peasants who appear

near the end are foolish enough to believe that the "Juhkher" has

stolen Clas Schellendaus's clothes, when the latter has in fact

lost thera gambling.

The characterisation of the peasants in "Der farend schuler

im paradeiS" (XIV,72-83) combines several different features al¬

ready found in others of Sachs* Eastnachtspiele. The basis of the

play is the confusion by the peasant wife of "Paris" and "paradeiS"

(XIV,73,10 & 14); this is again a verbal misunderstanding such

(13) Neudruoke, 55/56, pp. 107-8
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as was found in "Der bawer nit dem saffran". The peasant and his

■wife are stupid people duped by the sly "farendt schuler" just as

the peasant was duped by Eulenspiegel in "Eulenspiegel mit dem

blawen hoStuch und dem bawern". Here, however, their character¬

isation is more developed. The woman is kind-hearted and sorry

that her first husband is in such a poor state in paradise and she

is eager to help him. She is so foolish that she is completely

taken in by the "farendt schuler" and his quick-witted reaction

to her confusion of "PariB" and "pamdeiB '. Her second husband

realises how she has been deceived as soon as he hears what has

happened, but he knows his wife's stupidity well enough not to

tell her the truth. Pretending that he wants to send even more

to the dead man, he sets out in pursuit of the"farendt schuler".

In turn he is also outwitted by the "farendt schuler", whom he

fails to recognise in time, ''.hen he returns without their horse

he is cunning enough to hide the truth from his wife, that the

"farendt schuler" tricked it away from him, and tells her that he

has given it to the "farendt schuler" to enable him to reach the

needy man in paradise more quickly. At the end we learn that for

all her stupidity the wife was cunning enough to keep her own re¬

serve of money, which she had buried in order to hide it from her

second husband. Despite these traces of cunning, however, this

play is essentially a dramatic action of stupid peasants being

bested by a scoundrel who robs them.
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The same combination of stupidity and cunning is found in

"Der paw mit dem kuedieb" (XIV,111-123) . The peasant in this play

is persuaded to sell his own cow on the thief's behalf. Though he

is too foolish to recognise his own cow, he is cunning enough to

deceive the thief as to the price he obtained and keeps part of

the profits of the sale himself.

The cunning trait appears again in the peasants in "Der

gestolen pachen" (XTV,220-232). After stealing a side of bacon

from an avaricious neighbour who fails to observe the custom of

offering them samples, they convince him with the aid of the vil¬

lage priest that he has stolen it from himself for his mistress

without ever being aware of the fact. The avaricious peasant is

foolish enou^i to believe that the priest can discover the culprit

by black magic, even to the extent of paying him for his assist¬

ance. Despite this, the Fastnachtspiel seems to concentrate more

on the wiles of peasants who execute their own rough justice on

their greedy neighbour than on the latter'3 stupidity and

gullibility.

The same theme of peasants getting the better of an avari¬

cious neighbour is found in "Der schwanger pawar" (IX,23-34),

"Kargas", a peasant known for his miserliness, is persuaded by his

neighbours that he is ill. The doctor, who is privy to the plot,

diagnoses that he is pregnant and 'cures' him for a considerable

sum of money, which the doctor and his three peasant accomplices
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then spend on food and drink. Here again the avaricious peasant

is foolish enough to be taken in by the others.

Though the peasants* failings and stupidity are portrayed at

length in Sachs' Eastnaohtspiele, this is not the only view of

them which he presents. In two plays the peasant appears as the

necessary foundation of the social order. This view of his class

is presented by the peasant in "Die sech3 klagenden" (lX,3-H)

when he says;

"Ich muf3 ackern, schneyden und mehen,

Dresohen, holtzhacken auch darzu,

Hab weder tag noch nacht kein rhu.

Mich peinigt rent, gttlt, steur und fron.

MuB schier erneren yederman." (3-6)
Each speaker in this play is seeking to present the worst aspects

of his own station in life. Nevertheless, the peasant's assertion

that he provides food for all and his claim that he is prey to

attack by many other groups in society are basically true. The

other side of the peasants' life is added by the next speaker, the

"handtwerkBmann", whose speech has already been discussed earlier

in this ch pter.^?) The truth lies somewhere between these two

extreme statements. Most significant, however, is the very

(16) IX, 5,28-32
(17) see above p. 109
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appearance in a Fastnachtspiel of such an apology as that presented

by the peasant in this play.

Another olash of views between members of different social

groups is found in the play "Ein burger, ein pawer und ein edelmann

die holen krapffen" (V,10-30). The peasant insists that all are

equal, since all are the sons of Adam. The nobleman retorts:

"Doch eyner mer, der ander minder.

Noa het drey s<5n; der ein lawer

Hie3 Ham, der selbig wurd ein pawer,

Sem und Japhet, von dem mit namen

Kumbt burgerschafft und adels stamen."

The peasant immediately counters:

"Juncker, ich hab anderst vernummen,

Der adel sey von tugend kummen.

Das sie bscbCltaen witwen und waysen,

Die armen bschirmen in den raysen.

Juncker, habt ir noch diesen brauch?"

Besides this defence of his class by the peasant, the hatred of the

other two classes is also presented. At the beginning, after they

have each addressed the audience separately, the townsman attacks

the peasant:

(10) V, 21,10-14
(19) V, 21,16-20
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"Der burger stost den bawem wegk, i8t zornig und spricht:

Bawer, wer hat dich rein beschieden?

Troll dich hinwegk* laB uns zu frieden*

Heb dich hin-nauB zu deins gsleichen!

Was darffst du inn die hewser schleichen,

Als wolst du stein oder fewer einlegen?" (^0)
Later when the nobleman has joined them he speaks the remarkable

lines:

"Ey pawer, troll dioh nur darvon!

Unser faSnacht geht dich nichts a n."

These words represent a ooinplete reversal of the situation as it

had been in the fifteenth-century Fastnacbtspiel. There the pea¬

sant was the characteristic figure of Fastnachtspiel, whose intro¬

duction could make a Fastnachtspiel out of a play which otherwise

did not fit into the genre. Here, however, the other participants

regard him as an intruder, who has no right to intervene in the

Shrovetide celebrations within the town. The notion that the

peasant in Fastnachtspiel is really a townsman in disguise has

been entirely lost.

Despite these few serious passages just mentioned, the ge¬

neral impression of the characterisation of the peasant in Sachs*

(20) V*19,01-06
(21) V,25,23-24; my italics.
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Fastnaohtspiele is of continuity from the characterisation in the

fifteenth-century plays, for in both groups of plays the peasants

are portrayed as gluttonous, amorous, quarrelsome and stupid. For

the most part Sachs* Fastnachtspiele are less obscene than the

earlier ones because he treats the amusing situations which ensue

from the peasants' amorous exploits instead of describing in detail

the actual attemps at lovemaking. Nevertheless, such a play as
/

"Der schwanger bawer rait dem fill" refutes the notion that Sachs

deliberately shuns obscenity. Occasionally in Sachs* Fastnacht¬

spiele there appears an expression of the townsman's hatred of the

peasants. This is a complete reversal of the situation in the

previous century when - as we saw in Chapter VI - in Fastnacht-

spiel and at Fastnacht the townsman sought to identify himself

with the peasant. It is not altogether surprising, however, that

thi3 attitude does intrude into the Fastnachtspiele of so well-

read and prolific a writer as Sachs for - as was already sugges¬

ted - it was the predominant attitude to peasantry to be found

in the literature of Germany in the Late Middle Ages. Alongside

this innovation, and outnumbering it heavily in frequence of

occurence, appears that characterisation which regards the peasant

as the typical fool at whom the audience can laugh heartily. This

comes close to the presentation of the peasant as an universal

fool-figure, such as was encountered in the simple Reihenspiele

discussed in Chapter I. Herein lies the main continuity between
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the characterisation of the peasant figure in the fifteenth-century

1?astnachtspiele and those of Hans Sachs, a unifying feature vhich

is more fundamental than any of the diversifying tendencies.
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